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Kangaroo Valley Voice 

Kangaroo Valley Public School started 

the year with 107 children.  

Principal John Bond comments; 
“This is a large increase from 82 last year.  
The Valley is obviously a desirable place to live 
and in particular to bring up children. 

Big boost in school numbers a welcome trend 

KV School Kindergarten class of 2009  

with teacher Marianne Parry 

The increase numbers means we have been able 
to form another class.  

With the fifth teacher we have lovely small 
classes.
This gives a teachers more time to spend 
with individual teachers. Mrs Kent and 
Mrs Nickell are currently teaching the fifth 
class.
We have also got some extra office time to 
help the office staff with the increased 
workload. 
With the increase in "treechangers" and 
stories in the media about how fantastic 
Kangaroo Valley is, I wouldn't be surprised 
if we maintained the numbers next year or 
even increased slightly”. 

At rear; Jenny Duck-Chong and Nicole 

Thomson (sopranos)  with Rachael Scott 

(Cello) at the delightful musical presentation 

in the splendid setting of Yarrawa Estate.  

With the return of equine 
events this year’s show was 

an even greater success 
 

See pages 6 and 7 

Love in the vineyard  

another splendid 

concert at Yarrawa 
See page 9 and 45 
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Editorial

DEADLINES 

for the April issue of the ‘VOICE’ 
 

Advertising, 
Wot’s On , Calender 

& Sports Report  
March 20, 2008 

Editorial Submissions 
March 22, 2008 

 

Please do not leave your 
submission until the last day;  

being early is a great help to us.  
E-mail kvvoice@shoal.net.au 

44 651 621 

Help when it is needed most 

The Editor 

Why must the Show go on? 

If you asked most people their answer would 
probably be because it’s gone on so long, or 
‘because it’s the Show’!   
And yet, the Valley is no longer a purely 
agricultural community. 
We see cattle judged for useful economic 
purposes – to help select the best dairy and beef 
breeding stock; ribbons celebrate the skill of 
handling poultry, or horses, or growing produce, 
or making a doyley.  
These days, just being able to put up your hand 
and say ‘that’s a skill I have’, or to appreciate 

(Continued on page 4) 

What a relief this last weekend, for the 

many towns in country Victoria and 

some outlying suburbs of Melbourne, 

that the fierce conditions predicted for 

the last days of February did not 

eventuate.

Latest reports are of 120 plus fires that 
have yet to be controlled, extinguished or 

made safe and the incredible allocations 

of resources and manpower to the work 
of the Country Fire Authority continues 

unabated since the horriffic 
conflagration which engulfed so much of 

the state on the weekend of February7-8. 
The nation wide response was both generous 
and practical, with the emphasis on getting 
help to where it was needed most, with a 
minimum of delay and a maximum effect. 
The commendable enterprise from the local 
Lions Club to swiftly open a dedicated appeal 
(with no administrative deductions and 
putting control of the use of funds in the 
hands of their sister clubs in the affected 
areas), met with a stunning response from the 
citizens of Kangaroo Valley. 
In the first week $15,000 was raised. 
However it is not all over yet. 
The Victorian Emergency Services Minister 
has said Tuesday March 3 is shaping up as 

a "fire weather shocker" and wind will be 

the great enemy.

Victorians should prepare for a major wind 
event on Monday night, with damaging 
northerly gale-force winds of up to 140 km/h 
on Tuesday followed by a strong south-
westerly wind change that is forecast to 
continue until Wednesday. 
The total area burnt from the fires now 
exceeds 302,875 hectares. 
Australian Army Brigadier Michael Arnold, 
commander of the Joint Task Force assisting 
Victorian authorities in the fire relief effort, 

said new teams of soldiers would begin 
searching devastated properties previously 
combed for outstanding disaster victims. 
There are still people known to be missing and 
undoubtedly there are others who have not been 
listed by friends or relatives so the final terrible 
figure is expected to exceed the current present 
toll which is mind numbing enough. 
We feature a story in this issue from a valley 
resident, Melbourne born, who had family and 
personal associations with several of the 
affected areas (starts page 29). 
Our review of another successful show begins 
page 6; there will be a greater photographic 
coverage in the April issue (space permitting). 
This Show was the last served as Secretary by 
Betty Allan. 
Her contribution is widely acknowledged and 
she leaves big shoes to fill. 
Our cultural landscape is covered with a rush of 
interest in the Arts in the Valley Festival (just 
two months away) and an extended coverage of  
Love in the Vineyard  held at Yarrawa Estate. 
There is also the line-up of interesting and 
entertaining events at the Shoalhaven 
Entertainment Centre (pages 30 and 31). 
The spirit of volunteering is certainly an 
important feature in Valley activities and clearly 
demonstrated in our story on the rebuilding of  
the Walker Bridge at Pioneer Museum Park on 
page 15. 
The Park is also put forward in letters to the 
Editor as a more suitable site than that originally 
proposed for the new “Environment Park” on 
Moss Vale Rd towards Barrengarry Store. 
The formation of a “energy task force” was a 
pleasing result from the public meeting with an 
atmosphere of shared concerns and a 
willingness to examine a number of options all 
considered to promote the concept of making 
the Valley energy efficient, reduce costs and 
perhaps provide money to support the various 
worthwhile projects which improve the facilities 
of our home town.                              Carl Leddy
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Huge leap in latest valuations warrant examination 
In a letter to the Editor (page 4) Cedar 

Springs Road property owner Des 

Levins raises the question of a large 

increase in the valuation given to a five 

acre property. 
He questioned the Valuer General’s department 
and been given information about sales of 
“comparable” properties. 
With respect to the yearly averages the 
Department advised 

2005 $311,000 

2006 $311,000 

2007 $342,000 

2008 $550,000 
“I think they only do a full review of each 
“property category” every three years and the 
Council values are fixed for that period” said Mr 
Levins.
“I  have a number of issues with the sales data 
they have used in determining my valuation 
(which I assume also applies to other 5 acre lots 
in KV) 

They have included properties distant from 
KV (Brogers Creek, Woodhill and 
Wattamolla) which are closer to 
trendy Berry than to KV 

Several of the properties have exceptional 
features (spectacular views) 

The most relevant comparison with my 
property are the two in Jacks Corner 
Rd which sold for $350,000 and 
$305,000, respectively 

The “sales data” given to Mr Levins by the department was as shown below. 

Property                                 area             Price             Improvements     Land value 

Timelong Rd,                      1.7313             675,000              125,000               550,000 

Brogers Creek Rd                   2.098           775,000         225,000                   550,000 

Brogers Creek Rd                   2.135           670,000         120,000                   550,000 

Jacks Corner Rd                     3.495           355,000             5,000                   350,000 

Jacks Corner Rd                     2                  305,000                    0                   305,000 

Moss Vale Rd                         1.324             588,000         123,500                   464,500 

Moss Vale Rd                        .7955             475,000         140,000                   335,000 

Mackays Rd                           1.71              540,000              5,000                   535,000 

Mackays Rd                           1.338            557,000              5,000                   552,000 

Scotts Rd                                1                   535,000            50,000                     485,000 

Wattamolla Rd                        2                 1,900,000       1,000,000                   900,000 

Wattamolla Rd (Woodhill)      3.638        1,075,000          255,000                   820,000 

Average                                                       704,167                                          533,042 

Median                                                                                                               535,000 

Sample size is too small and proper 
statistical analysis of relevant sales 
data would not support a significant 
increase in land value in 2008. 

They have ignored longer term property 
trends which indicate little change in 
property values over recent years 
(since about 2006). The median 
property prices (all types) in KV were 
as follows: 

2001 $292k 

2002 $297k 

2003 $378K 

2004 $420k 

2005 $530k 

2006 $505k 

2007 $468k 

2008 $472k 

This indicates that property values peaked 
in 2005. Sales volumes in 2008 were 
down on previous years. My source 
is http://www.allhomes.com.au/ah/
ah0095?divid=20737”

Editor’s note. 

We agree with Mr Levins criticisms of the 

methodology and decision with respect to land 

values. 

The inclusion of the Wattamolla and Woodhill 

properties is a clear distortion in such a small 

sample. 

As a comparision Mr Levins Cronulla property 

has had an increase of less than 5% from 2005 

to 2008. 

Land tax is payable for non principal 

residences valued above $368,000 which will 

mean that many non residents will be swept 

into the net if these valuations are upheld. 

At the public meeting held in February a 

task force was formed to consider the 

possibility of the Valley generating it’s own 

energy.  

Nearly 80 people attended the initial meeting 

called to consider the wind power concept.  

The group includes, Peter Stanton, John 
Spencer, Sam Fritz, Cathy Gorman and John 
Ballinger with expert input from Dr Paul 
Cooper (University of Wollongong.  
Any others interested could call Peter Stanton 
on 44 651 688. see page 33 

Level one water restrictions came into effect 

across the City from Monday 16 February. 

The current lack of rainfall has ensured that 
under the adopted water protocols, the city must 
introduce such water restrictionswhich means 
that:

The use of sprinklers and unattended hoses is 

banned

The use of water on paved areas and hard 

surfaces is banned 

All customers (residential or commercial) are 

restricted to the following for external water 

use:

One hand held hose per property can be used 

at any time 

Drip irrigation systems may only be used if 

fixed to a single tap per property and fixed 

with a timer only in lieu of a hand held hose 

All vehicles and boats can be washed on 

grassed areas with one hand held hose 

Topping up of existing swimming pools with 

one hand held hose only 

Director Shoalhaven Water Carmel Krogh said 
these water restrictions are in line with 
Council’s Drought Management Plan and are 
triggered by the first release of water from 
Danjera Dam, the city’s drought backup 
storage. 
Over the last few weeks Shoalhaven Water has 
drawn water from its Bamarang Dam to a level 
that has triggered the release of water from the 
backup storage at Danjera Dam.   

Water restrictions introduced 
This action is the trigger to introduce level 1 
water restrictions. 
Currently Shoalhaven City dam levels are: 
• Danjera Dam – 97% capacity full 
• Bamarang Dam – 66% 
• Porters Creek Dam – 72% 
The total dam capacity for the Shoalhaven is 
sufficient to supply the city under restrictions 
until significant rainfall is received.  
All customers are urged to take immediate 
action to reduce water consumption in and 
around the home.   
For more information on the restrictions and 
tips on how to save water at home and in the 
business, contact Shoalhaven Water direct on 
1300 66 22 46 or visit Shoalhaven Water’s 
internet site www.shoalwater.nsw.gov.au.

Energy task force formed 

Celebrating new plans 

Lance Brown and Gina Myers announced their 

engagement recently to a family gathering 
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Letters to the Editor (continued)

 

For Valley Voice  

advertising  

please phone  

44 651 621 
 

the work of others is a wonder in the age of the 
mall.  
So why must the Show go on? 
The only Shows I ever visited were the chaos 
of the Royal at Moore Park, and the Valley 
Show.
Yet talking with Show Committee people, I 
realise that there are big differences between 
shows, even if they share a pattern. 
The Bowral Show is all about horses; when the 
equine influenza restrictions were on they 
simply didn’t run.  
The Nowra Show is more about the rides and 
sideshow alley.  
At Berry, it’s a bit more hierarchical, with 
Champion, gold, blue white and numerous 
other tiers for sponsors.  
If I had to characterise the Valley Show, I’d 
call it the ‘have a go Show’ where people can 
enter a host of events at the last minute and get 
cheered on by friends; where people who may 

(Continued from page 2) 

never have attended a meeting come in, year 
after year, to help out at their one pet event; 
where it’s justly known as The Friendly Show.  
With a modest jostle of rides, affordable entry, 
where everyone gets involved, and new events 
sit happily beside time honoured traditions, at 
the Kangaroo Valley Show we all get to revel in 
this varied and wonderful community each 
February – and that’s why the Show must go 
on.
Well done Kangaroo Valley on another great 
Show.                                                                                                     Kerrie Barnes 

The Editor 

Proposed new park 

The article in last month’s Voice relating to a 
proposed KV Natural History Park commences 
“We’re all aware we live in one of the most 
beautiful and unique environments in 
Australia”.  
A statement, I am sure, anybody living in the 
Valley would agree with. 
It is because of this that I must oppose the 
suggested location of the proposal.  
Any park or construction in that area would 
completely destroy the scenic beauty of the 
farmland rolling out towards the exquisite 
escarpments.  
It is a view, of which, so many of us and our 
visitors, never tire. 
To place a park there also creates a number of 
practical issues such as; parking, toilets, 
maintenance and conflicting with the objectives 
of the Pioneer Farm. 
If a Park such as this is needed and I am not 
sure that it is, a better location would be in the 
area East of the bike jumps (towards the 
Bridge). It already has some good shade trees, 
is not being used, would not interfere with any 
views, parking could easily be arranged and it is 
much closer to the Pioneer Park.  
Better still, why not work with the Pioneer 
Farm Trust and consider establishing the park 
there.  
This would complement rather than compete 
with an excellent established facility.  

Ron Bower 

The Editor, 

Huge land value leap 

Valley residents might be surprised, if not 
bemused, to learn that the land value for 5 acre 
lots in Kangaroo Valley surged by over 60% in 
2008.

At least this is the conclusion of the NSW 
Valuer General. 
In my case, the land valuation of my modest 
five acre block  increased from $342,000 in 
2007 to $550,000 in 2008.  
However, my analysis of the sales data provided 
by the Department of Lands indicates that they 
have used dubious statistics and compared 
“apples” with “oranges”. 
Landowners have 60 days to object to any 
valuation.
The costs of doing nothing are considerable.  
If liable, the land tax in 2009 on a $550,000 
valuation is $3,012.  
And, even if you are not liable for land tax, your 
Council rates will rise significantly. 
Would it be unkind to ponder whether the rise in 
land valuations of “lifestyle properties” has 
more to do with the empty coffers in Macquarie 
Street than a real surge in the Kangaroo Valley 
property market?  
The writer would be interested in talking to 
landowners who are similarly afflicted.  

Des Levins 

(04) 2727-2410 

 The Editor 

Questions on proposed new park 

I refer to the Article on page 33 of the February 
Voice regarding a new Park for Natural History. 
I would like to ask some questions of the groups 
involved. 
Perhaps some background: Logan and I visited 
the Valley from Sydney 10 years ago, and fell in 
love with the natural beauty and having met and 
made friends with so many great people we 
would not like what we came here for, to be 
spoilt by city commercialism. 
 Why create more areas which require volunteers 
to take care of them?   
We already have so many worthwhile causes in 
the Valley which draw on our volunteer supply 
and these volunteer numbers do not appear to be 
growing.
 Why are we creating something which will 
interfere with the natural view across farm land 
to the escarpment and the forested area? 
 The view of the setting sun as it reflects on the 
escarpment is magical, awesome and inspiring. 
 Why are we competing with the already 
established Museum Park, further along Moss 
Vale Road? 
John Rowntree, resident geologist, has done a 
great job with the rock display at the Park and is 

(Continued on page 12) 

May I help? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As your Federal member, it is my role to                                                               
facilitate and assist you and your family  

with any concerns you have, please ring me on  
4423 1782 or toll free on 1300 301 790 

I regularly visit Kangaroo Valley  
and am more than happy to call or visit  

you if you cannot get to my office. 

Joanna Gash MP 
Federal Member for Gilmore 
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If music be the food of love, then an 

evening with music and poetry, followed 

by a once-in-a-lifetime Red Carpet 

Supper with two of Australia’s top 

classical musicians, will be an orgy for 

the senses.

In a headline event of the second Kangaroo 
Valley Arts Festival, one of Australia’s 

most sought-after mezzo sopranos 

Elizabeth Campbell will team with top 
pianist and composer Ian Munro to 

perform works composed for the poetry of 
the country’s most revered poet, Judith 

Wright.   
Afterwards, there is the opportunity to join 
Elizabeth and Ian for supper. 
“We’ve been very honoured that two of 
Australia’s most acclaimed classical musicians 
have agreed to dine with their audience,” says 
Artistic Director, Belinda Webster. “It will be a 
thrilling, once-in-a-lifetime occasion for any 
music-lover.”
The event is one of the most prestigious of the 
Festival, being held 1-3 May 2009, featuring 
classical and fine contemporary music 
integrated with the visual arts in unique ways. 
The theme for the Festival is Music and Words 
and performances feature collaborations never 
before witnessed at an Australian arts festival. 

Elizabeth Campbell is a distinguished mezzo 
soprano who has been at the forefront of music-
making in Australia, and appears frequently in 
productions of Opera Australia and the other 
State companies.  
Internationally, she has performed Messiah at 
the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, toured 
the USA with the Sydney Symphony Orchestra, 
and given recitals at the Wigmore Hall, in Den 
Haag and Antwerp. 

In recent years Elizabeth Campbell's 

performances have included Batavia with West 
Australian Opera and Opera Australia, Dvorak's 
Stabat Mater at the New Zealand International 
Arts Festival, a gala concert and a Symphonic 
Spectacular with the Adelaide Symphony 
Orchestra, Fricka and Waltraute in the Ring 
cycle, with State Opera of South Australia, 
Gertrude in Hansel and Gretel for Opera 
Australia, A Child of ourTime and Bach’s 
Cantata BWV170 with Sydney Philharmonia 
and Beethoven's Ninth Symphony with the 
Adelaide Symphony Orchestra and WA 
Symphony Orchestra.  

Ian Munro combines stellar careers of pianist 
and composer.  
His career has taken him to 30 countries in 
Europe, Asia, North America and Australasia. 
His award in 2003 of Premier Grand Prix at the 
Queen Elisabeth International Competition for 
composers (Belgium) is a unique achievement 
for an Australian and follows on from multiple 
prizes in international piano competitions in 
Spain (Maria Canals), Italy (Busoni), Portugal 
(Vianna da Motta) and the UK, where his 
second prize at the Leeds International Piano 
Competition in 1987 established his 
international profile.  
In the UK alone he has performed with the 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Philharmonia, 
English Chamber Orchestra, London Mozart 
Players, BBC Concert Orchestra, BBC Scottish 
Symphony Orchestra and broadcast widely for 
the BBC.  
Elsewhere, he has performed with orchestras in 
Poland, Italy, Portugal, Russia, the USA, China, 
New Zealand and all the major orchestras in 
Australia in over sixty piano concerti.  
In chamber music he has joined artists such as 
Ruggiero Ricci, Erich Gruenberg, Oleh Krysa, 
Krszysztof Smietana, Leslie Howard, Gerald 
English, Yvonne Kenny and the Medici and 
Belcea String Quartets, as well as the Berlin 
Philharmonic Wind Quintet.  
Ian joined the acclaimed Australia Ensemble in 

Sydney in 2000.  

Together they will perform works composed 
for the poetry of Judith Wright, Australia’s 
most revered and recognised poet.  
She lived much of her life in nearby 
Braidwood. Her love of the environment, 
especially the forest and birdlife, instils her 
poetry with a beautifully accessible sensibility 
– perfect for setting to music. 

Tickets are already going fast for the concert 
on Friday 1 May at 8 pm and the Red Carpet 
Supper afterwards at Café Bella.  
Interested people are urged to book as quickly 
as possible.  
For tickets to these and other Arts in the Valley 
performances, pick up a brochure from one of 
the village outlets; tel 4465 2575, or 
www.artsinthevalley.net.au to download a 
booking form. 

A veritable orgy for the senses 

 

A.P.Sparke & Broad 
(Established 1897) 

Solicitors & Attorneys 

OBJECTIVE, INDEPENDENT 

ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR 

LEGAL MATTERS 
 

Contact: Philip Broad 

17 Moss Street, NOWRA, NSW 2541 
Telephone: (02) 4421 7688 

 

Incorporating the practices of 
Alan C. Peters. Phelps & Brown and LFJ Norman 

Elizabeth Campbell 

Ian Munro 

Arts in the Valley Festival 
 

May 1 to 3, 2009 
 

Kangaroo Valley 
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Harvey and Tash, and 
Montana and Tash 
second equal and 
Angus Gripper and 
Addie third place.  
This event was lots of 
fun both to enter and 
watch, with the mass 
practice run being the 
best part! 
With support from 
Indent/Music NSW, 
FYRE paid 
WILDFYRE 2008 
Battle of the Bands 
winners Underwater

Taxi (now known as 
The Refugees) to play 
following the Talent 
Quest. They had some 
technical difficulties, 
but handled the 

setbacks in a professional manner.  
We still had youth from out of town asking who 
they were and commenting on how good they 
were – well done! 
And we were particularly pleased to see 
members of two of the bands we have nurtured 
over the last three years – Sonreir and Assai – 
play a professional gig later on in the night for 
the Show Society.  
Show President, David Kent, came up to each 
member and thanked them for a great 
performance and he also thanked FYRE for the 
entertainment; this recognition was very much 
appreciated.
We had some problems on the night; all centred 
on a late start.  
With two stages to set up, light rain initially and 
some overrun with more entries in the Dog 
Obstacle Course this year, we had less margin 
for error as we added four new elements to the 
line-up.  
You live and learn!  
It was a measure of our crowd’s support that 
they chatted and waited happily for the show to 
begin and that we had a record 51 people 
performing (all but 8 were youth) and such a 
great response.  
The Show Society was really pleased with our 
night’s entertainment. We now hear that Kiama 
are running youth bands at their Show, so it 
looks like a successful model that is beginning 
to spread!  

the FYRE Team. 

At the show 

The Talent Quest was great. I entered it myself. 

Jennifer Williams was the best!  

Everyone else was fantastic, too – so great job 

everyone that entered! – Lauren Barnes. 

I loved performing to a large crowd.  

Next time I’ll sing stronger – Indy Nutter 

This was the third time that the Fresh Youth 
Regional Entertainment team handled the 
Talent Quest at the Kangaroo Valley Show.  
It marked a big stride of confidence in our 
youth team by the wider community for lots of 
reasons. 
There were several firsts to report.  
This was the first time that we were in charge 
of entertainment for the whole Show for the 
whole evening. 
We presented the Junior Showgirl awards and 
then the FYRE Drama Group performed 
excerpts from their recent production of Where

the Wild Things Are.
The Show gave our youth a wider audience 
than the local halls they have played to before.  
Next we had a new, younger generation of 
youth MCs running the night.  
Indy Nutter, Sophie MacGregor and Chrystal 
Sherborne were all awesome and great role 

models for younger members coming through. 
Thanks, too, to last year’s Showgirls, Samantha 
Warren and Hayley Hindman for conducting 
this year’s awards.  
There were a record number of entrants to our 
Talent Quest and the standard of the youth 
performers was fantastic!  
In particular, our Youth category winner, 
Jennifer Williams, sang at what we judged to be 
a professional level.  
Emma Baker and Elise Selby came second and 
third respectively in this category.  
The Junior winner was Samantha Warren 
followed by Anton Fischer, playing his own 
composition for piano and Breanna Macey of 
Nowra.  
Beer for ABBA won the adult category, with 
veterans Come to Mama and Col McCarthy 
second and third.  
Sarah Davis of Parkes also received the FYRE 
People’s Choice Award across all categories for 
her wonderful dancing. 
The Dog Obstacle Course winners were first 
place to Michael Eccles and Laney; Olivia Junior Showgirl contestants: Emily Rutherford,  

Chloe Lenz, Candice and Sophie McGregor 

No matter the weather the crowd was there for the ironperson events 

Julie and Laraine Mairinger were the stewards 

in the gruelling ironperson events 
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President’s Report -  

Kangaroo Valley Show 2009  
The Kangaroo Valley Show was very 

successful this year.  
Notwithstanding the absence of the 

Championship Dog Show this year (it will 

return next year), I am pleased to report that 

attendance on Saturday was up on last year, 

and until the bout of rain before the rodeo, the 

Show had record attendances overall!  

It was also very pleasing to see the horses centre 
stage at the Show once more. 
The number of beef cattle entries was down, but 
the quality of entrants was very high with the 
Supreme Champion being awarded to the Tickle 
family of Dungog for their Pingauer.  
The Dahlias in the hall were very impressive; 
the animal nursery supplied by Rural Supplies 
was very popular, with some good 
demonstrations including sheep shearing; the 

The 2009 Show had some light rain but it 

didn’t ruin the Show.  

I was really impressed by the rodeo!  

Farewell to Betty at her last show 

A young one’s take 

number doubled and the standard of entrants to 
the Dog Obstacle Course markedly improved as 
more dogs and their trainers got a handle on the 
course.
Other highlights were vintage and chair making 
displays. 
The Guess the Weight of the Bull contest raised 
over $1100 for the fire appeal, which will be 
forwarded to the Victorian Show Society for 
distribution.  
Thanks to Gary Nelson for riding him – a rare 
sight at any show. 
Some 50 people participated in the Talent Quest 
and other FYRE entertainments this year – 
another record.  
There were a large number of entries in Iron-
person events and all events were completed 
except the haystacking, which was replaced by 
a tug-o-war this year.  
The Rodeo was competitive with some expert 
riding.

It was an excellent Show, and one of which our 
retiring Secretary, Betty Allan, our Show 
Stewards and the many volunteers who made it 
happen, can be justly proud.            David Kent 

Betty Allan’ retiring Secretary’ driven by 

grandson Chris Allan and attended by Tapstar 

and Dripette, is farewelled by the crowd 

during the Show’s Grand Parade. 

I started out thinking that the second rider was 
the best but now I think that the sixth rider was 
biggest and strongest because the second rider 
couldn’t even last for two seconds before falling 
off the bull! 
The jumping castle was terrific fun but the bad 
news was that Rebecca Radic broke her wrist 
there and went to hospital.  
Other than that it was fun.  
The dodgem cars were the most popular ride.  
It was loads of fun; everyone kept bumping me 
and other folks.  
The Talent Quest was great.  
I entered it myself.  
Jennifer Williams was the best!  
Everyone else was fantastic, too – so great job 
everyone that entered! 
I entered the ironman competition.  
It was very dirty, but lots of fun!  
I was one of the dirtiest there!  
In the bike race my brother [Blake] won 3rd

place, but last year he won. 

I went to the Pavilion.  
I rather thought that Olivia Harvey’s entry was 
quite an impressive and inspiring work of art; I 
think it was a dragon.  
I love the Show!            

Lauren Barnes [8 years] 
Ironmen recover 

One of the thrilling bike races 

Shots from the show 

Above: Leigh Slater, best collection of 

vegetables and best collection. Below youth 

takes it part in the Grand Parade. 

More show shots in our April issue 
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NEW WOMBAT BOBCAT. 5 TONNE IHI EXCAVATOR 

VOLVO TIP TRUCK, ROAD GRADER. ROLLER 
THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS COME also available, augers, trencher, rockbreaker, different sized buckets 

 

 

 

Owner operators GIVE US A CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE ON 44 651 172 or mobiles 0408 534 019 or 0407 786 512 
 

Excavations, drainage, landscaping, small and narrow roads,  
(we have the ideal grader for these roads, dam cleanin. 

ALSO NOW SUPPLYING 
BUSHROCK from hand 

held sizes, to display sizes 
or for a large rock wall, or 

the small rock wall, maybe 
even rocking around your 

dam edge. 
Give us a call, this is  

OUR SPECIALITY. 

WE CAN CART roadbase, sand, soil, 
mulch, blue metal etc (13 tonne) 

Community Corner 
 

Leonine News 

Victorian Bushfire Appeal 

Kangaroo Valley Lions Club launched 

its appeal on Monday 9 February – two 

days after the devastating bushfires.   

Within a week, an incredible $15,000 had 
been donated to us. 
In case you have not already donated to our 
appeal, or to any other relief effort, you may 
care to consider making a donation through 
Lions.
It offers two advantages: nothing is deducted 
from any donation to Lions to cover 
administrative costs; and donations are 
channelled through Lions Clubs in the districts 

affected, well placed to assess the greatest 
needs. 
Donations can be made, in cash or by cheque 
payable to Kangaroo Valley Lions Club, either 
by hand (post free) at Kangaroo Valley Post 
Office or by mail to Kangaroo Valley Lions 
Club, PO Box 6002, Kangaroo Valley, NSW 
2577.
If you are mailing your donation, please mark 
the envelope “Victorian Bushfire Appeal”.   
All donations over $2 are tax deductible.  
Receipts will be issued on request. 
Our appeal will close on 31 March 2009, so 
please act soon if you have not already done so. 

Kangaroo Valley Show 

Lions’ fare at the Show proved more popular 
than ever this year, judging from our gross 
takings at the kiosk.   
Unfortunately, ever increasing costs meant that 
our net profit (which Lions share with 
Kangaroo Valley A & H Association) was 
down.   
But every dollar raised by Lions goes back into 
our community, and we thank everyone for 
their continued support. 

Youth of the Year 

The Regional Final of Lions Youth of the Year 
Quest was held in Kangaroo Valley Hall on 28 
February, too late for this month’s Voice.   
A report will appear next month. 

Tony Barnett 

It was pleasing to see such a good roll-

up at our AGM this month.   

Elaine Riedel stood down as President 

and Val Butler as Treasurer and following 
the election their places were taken by 

Margaret McLachlan and Nancy Perrine 

respectively.   

Thank you to Elaine and Val and all the other 
members of the Committee for the work they 
put into the Club during 2008.  
The members of the Committee for 2009 are as 
follows:
 President: Margaret McLachlan 
 Vice President : Sue Pfafflin 
 Delegate:  Elaine Riedel 

Treasurer:  Nancy Perrine 
Asst. Treasurer: Una Chapman 
Secretary:  Chris Short 
Asst. Secretary:Carole McCallum 
Program Officers: Jan Starkey 
   Barbara Bloom 
Publicity Officer: Jenelle Brangwin 

An interesting line-up of Guest Speakers is 
being organized for the coming year. The next 
luncheon meeting will be on Friday 13 March.  
An advanced reminder that the April luncheon 
will be held on the first Friday of the month, the 
3rd April, as the 10th April is Good Friday. 
Please remember to ring Jan Starkey (4465 
2080) by the Wednesday before the lunches if 
you are unable to attend.   
As the Club is required to pay for any lunches 
provided for non-attendees, this cost will have 
to be passed on to any member who fails to 
show up without advising Jan. 
As usual we welcome any new members to our 
group.
If you are interested please ring Margaret 
McLachlan on 4465 1946. 

Jenelle Brangwin 

Publicity Officer 

VIEW Club’s new leadership team 

Kangaroo Valley Post Office 

ThinkgloballyTransact locally Bendigo BankCBANABSt George IMBIllawarra C.U.Teachers C.U.Police C.U. Visa Cr Mastercard Cr + 70 more financial institutions 

Almost the minute the news was 

announced with the sale of the 

Bomaderry Paper Mill to Japanese 

interests, Jo Gash had penned a letter to 

the President of the Nippon Paper 

Group, the new owners. 
“This is certainly very good news because the 

Japanese have the reputation of being long term 

investors.

“They are not in the business of short term 
speculation and I think their involvement will be 
good news for employment opportunities in the 
Nowra / Bomaderry area. 
“In this present climate, it is crucial that we 
know where we’re going and what we can do to 
assist. 
“That is why I have written to the President of 
the Nippon Paper Group, Mr Yoshio Hago in 
Tokyo asking if I can sit down with company 
representatives to discuss matters of mutual 
interest. 
“I also need to know if their involvement will 
create opportunities elsewhere and to establish a 
sound working relationship for the future. 
Mrs Gash said that she expects other similar 
demonstrations of confidence as the completion 
of Main Road 92 draws nearer. 

Local member welcomes 
new owners of paper mill 

KANGAROO VALLEY EARTHMOVING  
(ALSO TRADING AS KANGAROO VALLEY BOBCAT & TIPPER HIRE) 
ABN 24 427 N930 266 
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comfortably in their chairs and 
allowed the music of love to 
charm.  
Rachael Scott, Nicole Thomson, 
Jenny Duck-Chong and Yevkin 
Varbedian are to be 
congratulated for their choice of 
musical items and the expertise 
of their renditions.  
We were especially privileged to 
hear the first performance of 
Peter and Martin Wesley- 
Smiths’ ‘Eyeless in Gaza’ and 

(Continued on page 45) 

‘In such a night as this,  

When the sweet wind did gently kiss the trees  

And they did make no noise, 

In such a night did Dido with a willow in her 

hand

Upon the wild sea –banks, and waft her love  

To come again to Carthage’ 

In such a night did the Vineyards of 

Yarrawa Estate become a magical place 

where eager 

hearts and 

minds were 

enchanted by 

music and 

song.  
The concert was 
delightful and as 
the sun faded 
and the ‘lustrous 
purple blackness 
of the soft 
Australian 
night’,
enveloped the 
escarpments, the 
appreciative
audience settled 

Love in the vineyards 

Orchestra leader Rachel Scott 

Songbirds get caught up in the thrill of the moment 

The audience enjoying the ambience at Yarrawa 
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The children have been taking good care of our 
hobby horses and making lots of pictures of 
ponies, no doubt inspired by the KV Show! 

food from 
the sinking 
ship and 
they had a 
stove on the 
little ship to 
cook on.  
No one 
would be 
hungry!  
Then they thought about other things rescued 

from the 
sinking ship.  
Luckily the 
pet dinosaur 
and the 
horses were 
also saved! 
The game 
continued 
inside with 
dress ups 
and a pirate 
ship with 
sails made 

from old sheets. We had to work out how to 
make a steering wheel.  
Paper plates joined with a split pin was the 
eventual solution. “Shiver me timbers!” 
The children enjoyed their time at the Kangaroo 
Valley Show this year.  
Crystal was highly commended for the beautiful 
painting she made of her Mum!  
The horse events were a popular topic of 
conversation.
There are some keen horse enthusiasts here!  

For Valley Voice  
advertising please phone 

44 651 621 

Preschool News 
Pre Schoolers have amazing 

imaginations!  

Recently an exciting pirate game was 

created in our playground.  
The “Pirates” had to paint their pirate ship 
(rubbing chalk on the cubby house) and just as 
they finished  the ship was hit by a cannon ball 
and the pirates had to abandon their ship! 
Luckily they were able to escape through 
tunnels to the “Little Ship” (the pre school bus)  

It was a great game where the children were 
playing together, learning to share space, toys 
and ideas.  
They had to listen and talk to each other to 
make the game work.  
The teachers asked questions to help extend the 
ideas of the children.  
When asked “What are you going to eat?” the 
children told us that they had managed to bring 

The pirates are safe in their litle ship 

Fearsome pirates 

The Pirate captain 

K V Show artist 

Pony enthusiasts 
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often as we can we 
visit cousins living in 
the mountains of 
Colorado and here, 
too we have been 
amazed over the last 
few years at the 
exorbitance
displayed. But back 
in this town, where 
the main purpose of 
being is to provide a 
winter and summer 
playground, as is 
happening in most 
other places shops 
and businesses are 
closing; the only things that are booming are 
discounts. A man on the minimum wage of $6 
per hour stands all day in the snow at the 
junction of a busy highway, his gloveless 
hands holding up a billboard advertising “80% 
Discount” at a Discount Toy warehouse.  The 
same wage is paid to the Mexican, who, each 
freezing morning at 5:00 am, shovels the snow 
and ice from all the lanes and outdoor steps of 
the buildings around us. Why are there two 
such extremes?  In a town like this they are 
juxtaposed so closely together the impact is 
inescapable. To our queries about the 
inequities of the system the general reply is: 
“Well, they’ve got jobs, haven’t they? If they 
don’t do it, someone else will!” 
In a year’s time there may be more houses for 
sale or abandoned, more shops and businesses 
shut down and then these men may have lost 
even their $6 per hour. Barack Obama has 
certainly engendered hope and a longing for 
unity over a huge cross-section of the 
population, but it will need more than hope to 
restore the prosperity of the country and 
perhaps, optimistically, redress the imbalance. 
In the meantime the snow will gently fall 
again, covering the roofs and the “For Sale” 
signs and the hard-packed slopes with soft 
blankets of powder, and this little part of 
America will once again appear picture 
postcard perfect. 

Reflections 

by Jenelle Brangwin 

We have just returned from two weeks in the 

United States, where we had a wonderful time 

skiing. However, due to a silly fall, I was 

confined to our apartment for the second week, 

and whilst there I wrote the following, both to 

while away the time and gather a few of my 

thoughts on paper.

I’m sitting here in the condominium, legs up on 
the couch, crutches at the ready beside me.   
It was such a silly fall, on a gentle 
interconnecting catwalk, first run of the 
morning. A caught edge, a heavy crash down 
the hill onto snow packed hard as concrete.  

Picture postcard perfect I heard the words “Oh, no!” as I headed 
downward. I knew I’d hurt myself, winded for 
sure, an aching pull in my leg, but it didn’t feel 
worse than that. And now here I am, wrenched 
tendon and bruising confirmed by the doctor, 
but hopefully no worse, the crutches to be my 
companions for the next few days. 
And so I sit and gaze out the window.  
A mountain rises clear in the early morning sun 
and the ice glistens on the roofs around.   
The snow is retreating to great blobs in the 
centre of the shingles; you can now see the 
zigzag of the heating pipes that cause the lower 
edge of the blobs to become scalloped. Uneven 
icing on a chocolate cake.  
The bare forms of unidentifiable trees and 
bushes are encased with ice.  Up on the 
mountain the skeletal aspens are frigid white 
statues.  The gentler green conifers, themselves 
smothered with pillows of snow, soften the icy 
harshness so that it becomes breathtakingly 
alluring. They present a picture postcard scene, 
these mountains with their old Western towns 
and modern purpose-built villages of luxury 
homes and condominiums, all covered in snow 
and producing a montage of star-encrusted 
confidence. But as surely as the melting snow 
on the roofs reveals the underlying reality, the 
darkened windows and numerous “For Sale” 
signs reveal the melting of that confidence. 
We are here in America a week after the 
Inauguration of Barack Obama. We have heard 
nothing but talk of excitement and hope, a 
turning in the tide of history.  But with that 
excitement rides the knowledge that the last few 
years of excess and neglect are yet to exact a 
terrible toll. Excess is all around.  These huge 
houses that dot the slopes are not homes; they 
are weekenders, empty for most of the year, and 
their owners even wary of letting them out for 
those weeks they are not in use. There is one 
“Dream home” advertised for sale for $19 
million! For that you get 6 bedrooms, 10 
bathrooms, a theatre, exercise room, 2 pools, 
underground heating in the driveway. And there 
are hundreds of these palaces, not only here but 
all over the recreational areas of Western 
United States and most likely in the east. As 

Figures obtained by the NSW 

Opposition under Freedom of 

Information have revealed The South 

Eastern Sydney Illawarra Area Health 

Service currently owes $19.7 million in 

unpaid bills.
State Member for South Coast Shelley Hancock 
said the 8997 outstanding bills totalling $19.7 
million had a detrimental effect on local small 
businesses who are struggling in these uncertain 
economic times.
The NSW State Opposition have committed to 
restoring accountability and ease the pressures 
faced by small business by requiring State 
Government accounts to be paid within 30 days 
and allowing penalty interest to be charged if 
the deadline is not met. 
“It is unacceptable for the State Government to 
expect small businesses to wait months for bills 
to be paid – especially during these difficult 
times,” Mrs Hancock said. 
“The NSW Coalition’s policy will ensure a 
Liberal/Nationals Government will pay its 
accounts on time, every time, or pay a penalty,” 
she said. 
“I am also calling on any small businesses owed 

money by the South Eastern Sydney Illawarra 

Area Health Service to come forward and 

contact my office in order for me to approach 

the Area Health Service direct. 

“Freedom of Information documents released by 
the NSW Coalition reveals that outstanding 
accounts still unpaid after 45 days have nearly 
doubled to $132 million by the end of the 2008 
calendar year. 
“The average outstanding invoice in the South 
Eastern Sydney Illawarra Area Health Service 
was $2,189.62, leaving many small businesses 
out of pocket. 
“State wide, 75,414 bills were unpaid for more 
than 45 days totalling $132 million. Here there 
are 8,997 invoices totalling $19.7 million owed 
by the South Eastern Sydney Illawarra Area 
Health Service as of December 31, 2008. 
“There is no excuse for a State Government 
not to pay their bills on time. The NSW 
Coalition’s policy begins to treat small 
business with the respect they deserve,” Mrs 
Hancock said. 

State Government 
called to account 
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The first lecture this year is entitled Death, 

Hell and the Good Life in Medieval 

Europe.

Fear of damnation was the moral policeman 

of the middle ages, as well as a stimulus to 

creativity.

The lecturer, Mrs Patricia Wright BA (Hons) 
ARICS (rtd) NADFAS, promises a 
lighthearted evening which has something for 
everyone. We look at manuscript art and how 
everyday subjects were depicted alongside 
religion; investigate that distant world where 
love was forever unattainable and therefore 
expressed through allegory and coded 
messages. We come closer to understanding 
how our ancestors really lived and laughed 

now working on the geological details and the 
layout and display of both the Selby-Walker-
Rebbeck Rock and the Flat Rock.  
Our visiting school groups have commented on 
the detail and information supplied in the Rock 
Display.   
 The area suggested for use for the "Park" is 
adjacent to an 80Km speed zone? 
Will the display soon be fenced off to protect 
children who alight from vehicles, running 
onto the road.   
This particular stretch of road is where many 
drivers feel it is imperative to pass everything 
else in order to be at the front of the traffic 
before they reach Barrengarry Mountain.   
The speed they reach to do this is sometimes 
well above the limit set.  Will we eventually 
have a 6 foot high wire fence for safety 
reasons? 
 Why were the specimen trees not planted in 
the Park area next to the Bridge  - on the 
restaurant site? 
This would have provided a connection 
between the specimens and the Bridge, linking 
the reason for their planting. 
 Why more picnic seating?    
Will there then need to be a toilet block built? 
 The Museum supplies picnic and BBQ 
facilities, plus toilets.  
 Does Kangaroo Valley HAVE to be like all the 
other places who have "BIG" pineapples, 
bananas, etc etc. 
Our clientelle for the hospitality venues comes 
from overseas visitors, city dwellers and other 
Australian tourists, they come to experience 
tranquility, beauty, peace and relaxation.  
Places with fences, children's parks, artificial 
animals are what they want to rest from and 
view in their natural habitat.  
Why don't we improve the "natural beauty" of 
our Valley not develop another city like 
environment?? 
Sincerely    

Elaine Apperley 

(Continued from page 4) 

Letters to the Editor (continued)

The Show , as always, was a great 

success this year.  

Everyone enjoyed it. 
Our stall was in a slightly different position (by 
one space!) and this proved fortuitous with the 
somewhat damp weather; as the wall on one 
side provided some shelter from any large 
deluge that might have come along and 
Lazyfish info tent  on the other side provided 
even more ease against heavy rain.  
Thankfully it didn’t really bucket down at all, 
though even had that happened many of our 
members are able to talk underwater!  
I assure you this is so. 
The raffle proved a great favourite and the 
winner was a local- Lucy Rodden, with her 
ticket 355717.  
It is always nice when a Valley person has the 
winning ticket I must say at this point that 
though I wish her great joy with that lovely 
quilt I had my eye on it so am having a slight 
pout too. 
Those of us unable to help out for whatever 
reason owe a great debt of gratitude to the 
members who staffed that stall.  

Country Womens Association 
Kangaroo Valley Branch 

They managed to sell $522:75 worth of items 
and the raffle ticket sales were $594:00.  
A big ‘Thank you’ goes to each and every one 
of you in the community who bought either 
goods or raffle tickets without your support we 
would be unable to donate much needed funds 
to the many charities with which the Country 
Women’s Association  is involved. 
A reminder for members that the next big day 
will be the Wollondilly Group Council Day is 
2:3:09 and Group Handicraft Day is 11:3:09. 
Any member of the community is welcome to 
attend and get an insight into how CWA works. 
We are still saying prayers for Doris Blinman’s 
recovery so that she will be able to attend our 
meetings again.  
Her daughter in law, Caroline tells me that 
although Doris is physically much improved 
she still has some problems with her memory. 
She loves receiving mail so anyone who would 
like to send a card please add your surname too 
when you sign off as Doris can then get the 
right name.  
She is having some trouble when folk only use 
a first name.  
Her address is Harbison Care Hostel, Charlotte 
St, Burradoo, 2576 
That’s all for this time so stay well till we meet 
again                                                Win Palmer 

ADFAS lectures begin and loved by discovering just some of the wider 
implications hidden within jewels, colour, 
caskets and personal treasures. 
By the end, perhaps unexpectantly, you may 
also come to feel that the Middle Ages was 
indeed one of the great creative ages of 
mankind, in spite of all the superstition, 
difficulties and darknesses of the time. 
Patricia Wright studied to become an 
agricultural land agent & chartered surveyor at a 
time when these were rather unusual careers for 
a woman - old style farmers were a bit startled 
to be faced by a girl on a hill in Devon!  She 
eventually decided that London would be more 
fun and moved to a firm of Surveyors there, 
where she specialized in selling/letting office 
property when London was rebuilding after the 
war.  Marriage and family responsibilities found 
Pat studying by correspondence at London 
University, where she graduated with a First 
Class degree in History.  
She taught part-time at the local grammar 
school and began to write books. 
She has written fiction and non-fiction books 
which have been published in the UK, Spain, 
Italy, Germany and Scandinavia.  
She is a winner of the Bodley Head Historical 
Novel Prize. 
Pat was also an elected councillor on both the 
local district council and East Sussex County 
Council - involved in areas as diverse as the 
local nuclear power station and social services. 
She developed lecturing from publicising her 
books & needing a change after her husband's 
death (“writing is a lonely occupation”).  
She continues to write articles for historical 
magazines and enjoys the research for lectures 
for NADFAS, the National Trust and now 
ADFAS.
This lecture is being presented on Thursday 
March 12 at 7.30 pm at The Berry School of 
Arts. Cost to non-members is $20 which 
includes supper. 

Enquiries to Denis Lovelock 4464 2918.  
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Kangaroo Tales 
By Joan Bray 

Kangaroo Valley  

Supermarket 
4465 1512 

Hello and welcome to the Valley! 
We have the one-stop-shop for all your  

everyday and weekend needs 
 Groceries,    Specialty breads, Delicatessen,    
 Eco friendly, Organic products, Frozen foods 

 Fresh fruit and vegetables, DVD hire 
 Chemist lines,   Video hire 
Newspapers ,   Magazines 

In the centre of the village next to the hotel. 

Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley 

To have the opportunity to learn about a 

very early pioneering family of Kangaroo 

Valley is a wonderful privilege and I am 

indebted to a descendant who has 

meticulously researched the past and 

generously shared it with me.  

This story started in 1816 when Joseph 
Vance was born in Ireland.  
He married Isabella Armstrong, born 1819, and 
the young couple set out from Londonderry 
aboard the barque ‘Parland’, to make their 
fortune in a country so different from their 
accustomed lifestyle. 
These voyages were no luxury trips for the 

thousands of brave pioneers and many of the 

women were pregnant or gave birth during 

the four months at sea.  

Isabella managed to produce the first Australian 
in the Vance family, all of nine days after the 
ship docked. 
It was 1838 and in the Valley and surrounding 
areas, most of the large grants of land belonged 
to a few wealthy families and the small 
population was scattered over the district.  
Isolation and lack of amenities did not deter these 
determined young farmers, Isabella and Joseph. 
They worked a clearing lease for the Osborne 
family at Garden Hill, now Mt St Thomas, 
Wollongong and then established the property of 
‘Wesley Park’ at Kiama in1851. 
Their family grew and so did the residence, 
which became a well appointed rural show piece. 
Their two older boys, Thomas and John, took 
advantage of the chance to work clearing leases 
in Bunkers Hill Kangaroo Valley and reported 
favourably to their parents on the suitability of 
this land for dairying. 
After the Robinson Land Acts of 1860, smaller 
leases of land were available to families for small 
deposits and a yearly repayment.  
This was very popular and brought an influx of 
energetic farmers to the district. 
Joseph and Isabella moved to the Valley and 
became tenant farmers of the Osbornes at 
Barrengarry.  
Their property was ‘Violet Bank’.  
They reared fourteen children, many of whom 
married into the major families in the village.  
In 1875, there were more residents with the 
Vance name, nineteen in all, than any other 
family.  
Their son, Thomas purchased his selection, 
‘Cedar Grove’ and married Elizabeth [Susannah] 
Nugent in 1871.  
Her parents had established the first Post Office 
and General store in the Valley.  
Their son, John married the daughter of the first 
headmaster, Thomas Hird and opened a shop at 
Barrengarry.  
When the residents of Barrengarry agitated for 
proper postal facilities their side of the Kangaroo 
River, John agreed to use his home and Store for 
a mail depot to and from Moss Vale.  
An approved Post office opened here on 15th

April 1875 and with a salary of ten pounds per 
annum, John Vance became the first Postmaster.  
The facilities improved over the years, the Post 
office weathered several attempts to close it, and 
today remains the hub of Barrengarry and still in 
the Store!  

Recollections of a proud pioneering family 
Thomas and Susannah reared a family of 

eleven children but only one, Luther Wesley, 

became a farmer and lived all his life on the 

family property.  

He married Edith Cochrane in 1935 and they 
had three children, our family historian Ian and 
his two sisters, Wendy and Dorothy.  
Wesley built a new family home. ‘The Cedars’, 
in 1937. 
The children were home taught by Edith –
Blackfriars Correspondence School and then 
attended Bowral and Nowra High Schools.  
Ian recalls saying his tables while helping his 
father drench sheep and that during his school 
days, the scholastic awards were not over 
abundant.

However in his final year, he did receive the 
‘Most Improved Award’ and has continued to 
improve on that ever since.  
Despite turning down an opportunity to attend 
Hawkesbury Agricultural College in 1961, he 
successfully ran the family farm after his 
father, Wesley, died in 1965, until he and Liz 
moved from the Valley in 1979.  
He was the third generation in 100 years to 

farm at Barrengarry. 

There are some interesting remembrances of 
life on the family farm that have been handed 
down through three generations.  
Ian has willingly shared these. 

(Continued on page 14) 

At rear: Kingsley, Tennyson, Ian, Jarreth,  front:Stephanie, Liz, Morgan 
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Dr Bob in the Valley 
Dr Bob Sims MB, BS 

Travel Medicine Specialist and Family Physician 
Shop 3, The Strand, 162 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley 2577 

NEW SURGERY HOURS: 
Monday , Tuesday and Thursday 

9-30am – 12-30pm:  1-30 pm –4-30 pm 
Closed Wednesday and Friday   

Tel: 4465 1966 

Kangaroo Tales 
By Joan Bray 

Construction of the first family home was split 
slabs with a shingle roof.  
Cedar lined the internal walls of the four rooms 
and in the detached kitchen there was a large 
fireplace over which was suspended various 
kettles.  
There was a stove for baking and a fountain 
supplied hot water.  
The hub of the home was the large cedar table 
in the living area and as many as fourteen 
hungry big and little people could be seated 
here.
Most of the food was home grown or produced 
at home.  
Tools made at the forge, shingles, bullets, 
candlesticks and other household items were 

(Continued from page 13) 

all evidence of a self sufficiency that was 
necessary to survival.  
The early settlers learnt about bush tucker food 
from the aborigines and would trade their flour 
and salt for fresh fish. Ian remembers a tall 
turpentine tree that had been stripped of its bark 
on two sides to make canoes and that he and his 
father burnt the tree when they cleared for fence 
lines.  

Over the years, the plough has churned up 

stone axes and a sharpening stone remains in 

tact, on the property to this day.  

The system of shafts, pulleys and belts used for 
churning butter, separating milk, corn grinding, 
tool sharpening on a large grindstone, pumping 
water and other tasks that previously had been 
tedious and labour intensive, was very effective.  
A horse or bullock was harnessed to a central 
gear driven spindle which turned the 
mechanism.  
In 1910, the Martin combustion engine replaced 
this and Ian well recalls that machine 

occasioning some rather colour language, when 
it was tardy to start! 
The old spindle system was donated to a scrap 
metal drive during WW1.  
Life is never dull on a dairy farm and friends 

made from childhood and experiences shared 

remain bonds that time does little to 

diminish.  

Show time is usually a chance to relive some of 
those memories and recount great stories. 
Wading through flooded creeks to attend school 
or reach cattle, frosty mornings out in the 
paddocks with a hard boiled egg in each hand to 
keep the fingers working, the routine of milking 
morning and evening before school, sporting 
activities and socials, are remembered with a 
smile and a nod of understanding from a group 
of mates, quietly enjoying a refreshing ale and 
comradeship that cannot be bought.  
Yes, the nostalgia is there in bucketfuls at Show 
time! 
The Vance family were devoted Wesleyans, 
energetic and generous supporters of the 
Agricultural Show, the Osborne Park 
Committee and the Historical Society.  
Wesley was Show Secretary for 42 years, and a 
successful competitor with his horses at all 
district annual Shows.  
The family are remembered with affection and 
admiration by all who knew them. 
Ian is proud of his children, Robin, Elissa, 
Kingsley, Jarreth, Morgan, Tennyson and 
Stephanie and hopes that they too will always 
remember their pioneering roots in the Valley. 
For him, ‘you can take the man out of the 

Valley, but not the Valley out of the man.’ 

Thank you Ian for sharing your family history 
and making this story possible.            
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The original bridge was moved from it's place 
on George Walker's farm in Wattamola  to the 
Museum and opened by the then premier of 
NSW, Neville Wran, in July 1977.  
We unfortunately can't have the repairs 
finished until September 2009, however 
knowing this community and it's willingness to 
assist the voluntary organisations in the Valley 
and also the fact that the Pioneer Musem Park 
is an important tourist attraction we are sure 
anyone who can help us achieve our deadline 
will phone Bruce Ramsay on 4464-3909 or 

Werner Bayer on 4465 1058 OR email 

enquiries@kangaroovalleymuseum.com 

Come once, twice, or as many times as you can 
and we will welcome you to the team.  Being 
aware of the value of  everyone's time,we have 
worked out a schedule of jobs and the time 
required and numbers of people we need to 
assist with each job.   
The use of tractors for any heavy work means t 
is relatively light work for a team of people 
and a spread of  time and work load.   
A maximum of 6 people at any one time 
will be sufficient and the hours are from 9am 
to 1pm every Wednesday.   

Please give us your contact details

and help us finish the job 

rotted away which meant that after a short time 
of loosening the concrete round them,  
the men were able to attach the ten 
tonne chain block to each pole and 
with some manipulation and using the 
gantry as well, the logs were eased 
out of their positions.   
After a hearty lunch prepared by Jing 
Jo Thai and a further two hours of 
tidying the sides and base of each hole 
an end to the day was called and 
everyone returned home well satisfied 
with the support they had given their 
town's voluntarily run tourist 
destination.                                                                                         
Now the heat and rain has eased we 
are about to begin the second half of 
this project and this is where we need 
more community help. 

4465 1496 

Paul Marcus L2744  
Licensed Plumber, Drainer, Gasfitter, LPG Gasfitter....est. 1974 

Bosch Hydropower 16H 
Instantaneous LPG Water Heaters 

 R.R.P.$949.00      

special  $495.00 Almost half price 

Some six and a half months after the 

Bridge poles on the Museum side of 

Tanners Creek were removed, the 

weekend of November 15-16
th

 2008 

dawned with reports of unpredictable 

weather. 
The team of Werner Bayer, Bruce Ramsay,  

Keith Nelson, Bruno Henke and David Smart, 

were all at the northern side at 9 am, as Logan 

and Elaine Apperley arrived with a hired jack 

hammer and one loaned from Paul Marcus to 

assist with the job, and a selection of home 

cooked morning tea items to keep everyone's 

strength up.  

On this day Peter Watson, one of our valuable 
helpers, missed out as he was at a folk festival 
weekend out of town - priorities!!!!! 
 After the initial clearing of the ramp and other 
timber pieces near the poles the jack hammering 
began  in earnest at 11.30 am and by 1 pm both 
poles had been lifted from their positions.  
The timber of these poles was a different species 
to the southern side poles and the sap wood had 

Pioneer Museum Bridge progress in pictures 

Logan Apperley completes a final measure.

Werner Bayer and Bruce Ramsay  checking 

measurements  

Keith Nelson takes a turn 

Bruno Henke scraping the hole clean while he 

strengthens his stomach muscles 

David Smart tidying the hole for the new poles 

Three cheers !!!!!           
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Editor’s note: We last left Angus and Hope in 

the ancient city of Jiaohe now they push on. 

Then on to a Uyghur (originally from 

the nearby Altay Mountains and now 

living in this autonomous region of 

China) house where we enjoyed 

afternoon tea accompanied by local 

music and dancing.   

A really long day and a welcome return to 
our train for the journey to Dunhuang, a 

major stop along the ancient Silk Route. 
Our first activity here was a camel ride to 
Crescent Moon Lake, a shrinking oasis, amid 
the sand dunes, some of our group also taking 
part in tobogganing down the sand dunes and 
microlight aircraft flights.   
Dinner and show at our hotel this evening  with 
magnificent costumes but an even more 
magnificent “violinist” whom we will never 
forget for his rendition of neighing horses. 
The following morning our visit to the remote 
yet famous Mogao Caves created between the 
4th and 14th centuries containing a collection of 
sculptures and murals depicting Buddhist 
religious art, over 2,000 statues and 46,000 
murals. 
We are again travelling through the Gobi 
Desert although patches of cotton are still 
evident, some ploughed paddocks, trees and 
snow on the distant mountains. 
Our next stop is Jiayuguan and our first visit to 
the Great Wall with an energetic climb of 508 
steps up the 231 metre rise.   

Intrepid traveller’s tales—part 3 
Concluding an 

epic journey  

with Angus and 

Hope Kennedy 

     ELLEISHA’S Cleaning Services 
“Time is money & we will save you both” 

Cleaning
Servicing Kangaroo Valley 4464 2688 

KIM: 0425 809 797 ~ LISA 0430 484 776 
Specialising in all areas 

Domestic 

Commercial 
Holiday Rentals 

End of Lease 

Builders / Renovation Cleans 
Servicing Helensburgh to Nowra 

References available 

Fully Insured 
Free quotes available 

Elleishascleaning2@bigpond.com

PO Box 52 Gerringong NSW 2534 
74 Borrowdale Close Berry 

Fax: 4464 2699 

Then on to the Jiayuguan Fort an enormous 
complex surrounded by thick walls and set up 
internally as life was in the 14th century as a 
military base. 
On to Xian and what anticipation.   
Crowds of people at the railway station, just 
outside the city wall which runs for 14 
kilometres is 12 metres high and 16 metres 
thick.   
A visit to Steles Forest containing 2,000 
engraved stone tablets and the Shaaanxi 
Museum housing a collection predominantly 
devoted to the history of the Silk Route.   
Xian is a city of approximately 8.3 million 
inhabitants and it was not unusual to spot a 
water cart spraying the streets to settle the Gobi 
Desert sand! 
What a mind blowing sight, the entombed 
warriors in pit number one, of three, discovered 
by a farmer in 1974 (who signs copies of the 
history and covers his face from cameras), and 
perfectly set up for the viewer with walkways 
all around and covered by a structure akin to an 
airport hangar.   
One views all stages including the excavation, 
mending and setting of the warriors and their 
horses back in their pits.   
Emperor QinShihuang died in 210 BC but his 
tomb was not completed until well after his 
death and his actual tomb has not yet been 
opened.   
I think this visit was the highlight of our 
Chinese excursion.   
A subsequent visit to Banpo Village (a 
matriarchal village where women were 
permitted several husbands) dating from 4,500 
BC was a little disappointing following the 
warriors!
Our next stop is at Luoyang for a visit to the 
10,000 Buddha Caves containing from tiny to 

large carvings of Buddha and his attendant 
apsaras.   
Again, this area was ideally suited to visitors in 
that  many steps up to and walkways by the 
Buddhas were well set up. 
We are now an overnight journey away from 
Beijing and it is farewell to the China Orient 
Express when we arrive for our three day visit 
to this city of 17 million people.   
We consider we were lucky to have two out of 
three “blue sky days”!   
Our first visit was to the exotic Temple of 
Heaven, beautifully painted and set on a hilltop 
and then to the Summer Palace and a boat trip 
on the lake. 
The next day of course to Tianamen Square 
(Mao’s mausoleum was not open that day) and 
the Forbidden City, among hordes of other 
humans and the Great Wall, viewing the Birds 
Nest (to be demolished in favour of a high rise 
development) and the Water Cube on the way.  
On our final day, a walk around some of the 
remaining hutongs, literally adjacent to the huge 
high rise buildings of the financial street, no 
doubt they will have disappeared by the time of 
our next visit, and a farewell glass of wine, the 
most expensive of our travels at $20.   
Off to the newly opened Beijing airport and a 
happy return to Kangaroo Valley. 

Timurid Zenkhov wooden Cathedral,  

built with no nails 

Is your dog or cat registered for life? 
More than 2,300 dogs and cats in the 

Shoalhaven have been micro-chipped but are 

not currently registered on the NSW Companion 

Animals Register.  

Shoalhaven City Council will soon be notifying 
those pet owners who have not registered their 
dog or cat, where the animal is over six months 
of age. This is a requirement of the NSW 
Companion Animals Act.  
Shoalhaven City Mayor Councillor Paul Green 
said if pet owners know their animal is not 
registered, then they should register the pet to 
avoid being issued with a penalty notice.   
A penalty notice may also be issued for failing 
to notify Council if you or your animal’s details 

(Continued on page 46) 
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Human interest stories, 

news and happenings 

from our  

Kangaroo Valley 

churches
Compiled by Ron  Bower 

KANGAROO VALLEY

VET CLINIC

The strand shopping arcade 
162 Moss Vale Rd 
(near Jack’s café) 

Dr Geoff Manning BVSc 
Dr Anthony Bennett BVSc 
Hons 

New hours 

Tues, Wed, Thurs:            

2-4 pm

(p) 4464-1899 
www.berryvet.com.au
email: geoff@shoal.net.au 

Hills Science Diet Food  

Hills Science Diet Feline 
400gm or Hills Science Diet 
Canine 1kg. Redeemable 
with your next appointment. 

Free! 

“Here for your best friend” 

The strand shopping arcade 
162 Moss Vale Rd 
(p) 4464-1899 
Www.berryvet.com.au 

  Kangaroo Valley Vet clinic 

     Over 30 years experience in Kangaroo Valley 
     Ethical, affordable pricing. 
     House-calls available after clinic hours. 
     Experienced wildlife vets 
     Consultation by appointment 

“Here for your best friend” 

Anglican Church -

Church of the Good Shepherd
Although we still do not have a full time 
minister we have been able to arrange a program 
for the next few months.  
This is because two retired, but very much alive 
ministers, Rev Philip Oliver from Sussex Inlet 
and Rev Howard Dillon from Mittagong are 
combining with our Rector Neil Percival to 
cover all service each month until May.  
Philip is speaking on a number of Jesus’ 
parables.
He spoke on ‘The Waiting Father’ (Prodigal 

Son) and encouraged us with his exposition, 
reminding us that God waits for us all to return 
to Him no mater what we have done.  
This month he will be speaking on the ‘Shrewd 
Manager’
Howard is speaking on the theme ‘Texts to 
sustain Pilgrims on the Journey’.  
His first sermon was based on Job’s statement, 
that despite what he had been through he could 
say “I know that my Redeemer lives”.  
He encouraged us with the knowledge that no 
matter what our situation we to can be sure that 
our ‘Redeemer Lives’ and know Him in a 
personal way.  
This month he will be speaking on ‘Hope in 
the Lord’ and ‘He (God) is able’.  
Neil has started a series from the Book of 
Kings that he will continue over the next few 
months. Our AGM will be held after the 10:00 
am service on 8 March.  
This is the meeting at which the various 
Church Committee members are selected. 

Shoalhaven City Mayor Councillor 

Paul Green met with senior 

government ministers from Henan, 

China, to discuss business 

opportunities and development in the 

Shoalhaven City. 

The Henan delegation included the Vice 
Mayor of Luohe City, Henan Province, 

Mr Lin Zhimin. 
The delegation also visited the Shoalhaven 
Paper Mill in Bomaderry.  
The delegation was interested in the 
Australian paper making industry and to learn 
of high-technological processes and 
development of environmental protection and 
waste paper / recovered paper collection. 
Other members of the delegation included Ms 
Zhao Qiaohuan, Vice Director of the Bureau 
for Environmental Protection, Mr Yang 
Songhe, Chairman of the Henan Yinge 
Industrial Investment Company, Mr Wu 
Longxian, General Manager of Wuyang Yinge 
Paper Company, and Mr Zhang, Boashan, 
Vice Director of Luohe Foreign Affairs 
Office.
Luohe City, Henan 

Situated at the central area, south of the 
Yellow River, Luohe city has an area of 2617 
square kilometers and a population of 2.52 
million.  
It is famous for its food production, the 
national garden city and the inland special 
zone in Henan Province.  
Luohe is rich in tourism resources.  
The area has been settled for more than 8,000 
years.  

Henan delegation welcomed 
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FOR ALL YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS AND OVER  
THE COUNTER NEEDS 

Agents for Diabetes Australia –For all your diabetes 
testing strips, needles & lancet supplies 

NATIO * Blackmores Vitamins * Slimmm weight loss 
advisory service* Webster Packing * Giftware & Gift 

Sets * Darrell Lea Chocolates * Cancer Council 
Hats/Sunglasses/Sunscreens * Educational 

software * Monthly Specials and much more… 
 

************************ 

Bowel Scan Test Kits - Now available 
compliments of ROTARY Australia for early 

detection of Colon Cancers 
 

 

 

 

 

WE ALSO HAVE A FILING SYSTEM TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR 
PRESCRIPTIONS WITHIN THE PHARMACY 

OPEN Weekdays  9-5pm and Sat 10-1pm    
Phone: (02) 4465 2772   Shop 2/162 Moss Vale Rd Kangaroo Valley     
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My homing thoughts 
by Sean Scarisbrick 

V & A.K. Winch 
Rural Contractors 

Over 25 years industry experience 
 

*          All forms of rural fencing          *      Enclosed gardens 
*          Slashing—Spraying                      *      Bridges and jetties 
*          Stables & day sheds                   *      Cattle yards and horse arenas 
*          Property management               *      Vineyards 
*          Rural consultancy                       *      Water carting 
*          Chem Cert accredited

Vincent 0427 898 863 

Sean 0458 233 699 

Ph: 02 4465 1448 
ABN 890 440 920 83 

Elbow deep in spuds, I ask Laura if 

she’ll open a bottle of red for me. She 

obliges, and heads into the dark recesses 

in the back of the walk-in pantry I made 

for her a while back.  

She emerges a spud later with one of the 
simple Aussie screw-top reds they sell over 
here – Billygoat, it’s called – but she’s 
having trouble opening it.
“Stronger hands needed”, she says without 
inflection, and hands it over. 

Stronger hands? 

She’s a strong girl, and I’m elbow deep in 
spuds. My hands are dripping wet. There’s that 
soft, starchy potato-moistness on my palms. She 
hands it over. The bottle opens easily. I don’t 
know what she was thinking. Even easier than 
opening the Billygoat, it occurs to me, would be 
pouring a good deal of it down my gullet. 
I take a healthy, full-mouthed swig from the 
bottle. 
It’s good. I lick my lips, and have another go. 

Life is good.  
We advesperate in style around here. 

I look around the kitchen. I made this room for 
us. Tore a wall out with a mate of mine. Tore 
out the ceiling. Tore away the plaster and old 
wooden lathe and stripped it back to the studs. 
Tore out the old flooring. Redid the whole scope 
of it from the bones, and then we made it our 
kitchen. Laura installed the cabinetry with her 
dad while she was in early labour with Isobel. 
Life tumbled over our plans, however, and we 
moved in before it was finished. The room 
needed new windows – still does – so I never 
bothered to trim-out the old ones. A few years 
back I installed a new door to the back porch. 
The timber for the trim is propped up in a 
corner, waiting to go in. 
There’s a new old stove over there by the 
exposed-brick chimney. Can you believe that 
someone generations ago plastered over it? Or 

that later on someone covered it with some 
decorative fake plastic brick? 

The place is coming together, but life and living 
continue to get in the way. 

As ever, my timing is out. There’s a pan full of 
spitting hot Italian sausages on the stovetop, 
almost done, and the spud water’s boiling, but 
the spuds are not yet ready to go in. I’ve just 
had a third suck at that bottle, though, and I 
don’t mind the procedural dissonance as much 
as I otherwise might. 

I honestly didn’t plan on cooking dinner 
tonight. More to the point, I didn’t plan on 
cooking anything at all today, yet I’ve been here 
since mid-afternoon, arm deep in all manner of 
things.

I was having a good old read earlier on, having 
slogged my way to the only fragment of Isaac 
Asimov’s tedious and over-rated I, Robot worth 
reading. I’d been told that it bears absolutely no 
resemblance to the fairly engaging movie it 
spawned, but I’m a reader – that difference was 
supposed to be a part of the attraction. 
As a devoted reader, I love seeing how works of 
literature are taken up by gifted and tenacious 
directors and re-interpreted to become a work 
fresh and new – but, and this is a big one – the 
book is almost invariably better because, due to 
the nature of the beasts, novels can go deeper 
and more thoroughly into worlds of thought and 
imagination at which film can often only hint. 
So I was upstairs, reclining on my bed with 
nary a kitchenish thought in my mind. I was 
quietly enjoying I, Robot after a long and, it 
finally turned out, futilitarian bit of literary 
foreplay, when up comes Isobel in full ‘elfin 
coquette’ mode:  

Can we make cupcakes? I love making 

cupcakes! 

I’m a daddy – what could I do? It was one of 
those moments for which a man slogs through 
the mundane excreta of modern working life. 
So I put the book down. I left my bed and let 
Isobel lead me down the stairs. We made 
cupcakes. 

They’re out of the oven 
and now I’m hammering 
away at this idea on my 
laptop, which is propped 
unsteadily on the 
Hungarian AEG Bimby

wireless from the late 
1950’s that we inherited 
last year. 

(Note: Laura and I keep it 
on Canada’s Radio 2. Check it out and listen 
online: http://www.cbc.ca/radio2/ – it’s 
brilliant) 

The radio is currently blaring out French-
Canadien folk music. 

Molly, who will be two in April, is dragging a 
torn shopping bag across the kitchen floor, the 
contents scattering across her ankle-high 
universe, and Isobel is slapping some ready-
made bright pink muck across our (her) 
cupcakes. 

And I’m still here in the kitchen, away from 
my book, only now I’m elbow deep in spuds, 
making dinner. 
I conclude this little sketch by asking what my 
discussion has to do with expatriation? Very 
little, I grant, except that this is me and this is 

what I do. I have a family I love, and thread by 
thread we are weaving the fabric of our home 
life. Books and movies, wine and a woman, 
babies and baking. Apart from the French-
Canadien folk music, I can’t imagine how 
really different these essential bit of my life 
would be if I were ten thousand miles away. 

Some days I get upset and tortured and 
histrionic about being away from Australia, the 
Valley, the Mountain, from my blood-family. 
And some days it doesn’t make a bloody 
difference where I am, and being elbow deep 
in spuds is all that really matters. 

Kookaburra

Elbow deep in spuds 

Isobel being cute 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 

 
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (now a division of the 
Department of Environment and Climate Change) are conducting a 
1080 Fox Baiting Program in the Kangaroo Valley and Budgong 
Areas for the protection of the threatened Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby.  
Baiting will occur during the first full week of each month on various 
private properties, National Parks estate, Sydney Catchment Authority 
estate and Crown land.  All properties being baited are sign posted 
with the dates of each baiting session. Dog owners are asked to ensure 
their dogs do not wander as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080 
poisoning.  
 

For any further information please contact Melinda Norton  
or Alison Prentice at the DECC Highlands Area Office,  

The On-Track Bushwalking Group 

took its first walk, on a cloudy but rain 

free Sunday, in Booderee National Park 

on Jervis Bay.   

There are many walks in this area but we 

chose to have morning tea at Cape St 

George Lighthouse and then walk to 
Murrays Beach via a 1.5k m track that 

joins the Murray Beach Walking Trail, the 

whole walk being only about 8 kms in 
length.   
All these are easy to find on the map that you 
receive when each car pays the fee to enter the 
National Park.    

Murrays Beach—the first bushwalk of the year 
The lighthouse was 
functioning in the 1870s 
with at least three families 
living in this isolated spot, 
but it was discovered that 
shipping needed the 
lighthouse to be on the 
opposite headland, where it 
is today at Point 
Perpendicular.    
Cape St George was 
abandoned; however the 
sandstone used in its 
construction was so white 
that it gleamed on moonlit 

nights and 
ships were 
still lured 
onto the 
rocks.
So a large 
portion of the 
tower was 
blown up and 
today the 
beautiful 
sandstone
blocks lie 
tumbled 
beneath the 
structure.
There are some lovely lookouts 
there and many signs recalling 

the lonely days of the first lighthouse keepers 
and their families.   
An interesting place to visit, even just on its 
own.
However we came for a walk and so we started 
on the track that would lead us to Governor 
Head, where the vegetation begins as heath 
land.   
Apparently in the early morning walkers 
sometimes see the endangered eastern 
bristlebird in this area.   
There is a slight rise around Snapper Point and 
some good views of sandstone cliffs, 90-120 
metres high, with massive caves formed by the 
action of the waves.   

Refreshment stop for the On track walking group Shortly after this the vegetation changes to taller 
banksias and tea-tree scrub and the walk to 
Governor Head is enclosed woodland.   
From the lookout at the Head one can see 
Bowen Island just off shore.   
There is no public access there as it is home to 
the Little Penguin and many other species. 
It is only a short walk through tall eucalypts to 
Murrays Beach where we ate our lunch on the 
rock ledge.   
The sand here is very white and soft and the 
water is a transparent blue-green; Bowen Island 
protects it from the winds and it is a wonderful 
beach to have a picnic, especially with children.  
From there we headed back to the cars, walking 
the rest of the loop track, this time past 
magnificent, tall scribbly gums. 

Lee Sharam 

For sale 
Yardman  

22 HP Ride on mower 

 $1900 

 

Daihatsu  

Feroza 4 x 4  

$5000 

Business for sale 
(by negotiation) 

Property maintenance/
management,  
well established  

for more than 10 years 
 
 

For more information  
Please call 

02 4465 2925 
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Kangaroo Valley 
 

Garden Group

Allan Gilden’s new garden 

Chris Brangwin had a great idea: let’s 

all tour Allan’s new garden before he 

begins creating, that way we can watch 

the progress and understand his 

methods.   

Allan very kindly agreed. 
Late in January, on a very hot day, we all 
arrived at 5 pm (and it was the largest group, 
ever, for the Garden Group – more than 55 of 
us!).
Allan led us around what had once been a 
lovely garden but neglected for years and now 
overgrown.
The bones are still good and there are some 
lovely old trees and a creek and dam, so there 
are structures that Allan will work with and in 
the heat of the afternoon the cool green of the 
rainforest area was a welcome relief. 
There is a lot of clearing out and hard work to 
be done, but it was time for a party and Allan 
had made a delicious array of food to tempt our 

Something old—something new… 

tastebuds and 
champagne to 
quench our thirst.  
Many of us sat 
with our feet in 
the pool to try 
and cool off.   
By the time to 
go home the 
evening breezes 
had lessened the 
heat of the day – 
a wonderful 
treat to start our 
gardening year.   
Thank you 
Allan for your 
generous
invitation and 
we wish you 

luck with the back-breaking labour and all look 
forward to a return visit in about 12 months.

(Continued on page 23) 

Above: The first “Immersion mass” at  “The Jungle” 

The start of the gardening group excursion in Allan Gilden’s garden 

Below: Not all of it was easy going 

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley  
 

Artworks    
Olivia Alexander, Diane Bennett, Leanne Booth, Janet Cullen, Kirsten Deakin, Laurie De Ville,   

Sally D’Ovelle, Larraine Hahlos, Di Hamer, Jacqueline Lewinski, Julie McKenzie, Deborah Mills,  

Gu Ming, Janet Mulligan,Gerry North, Rhona Parker, Leah Parrish, Rhonda Punnet, Bob Thompson,  

Peter White, Sue Williamson, Sheila Young, 
 

Sculptures  
Sam Anderson, Tanja George, Eloise Lamond, Ole Nielsen , Leslie Prosser 

 

Jewellery Carol Betts 
 

10 am to 4 pm Daily 149 Moss Vale Road, telephone 44 651 621  
 

email larraine@onaustralia.com.au 
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A rose day in Fitzroy Falls
Our first official outing for the year, 

very kindly organised by Pamela Davis, 

was to Fitzroy Falls to visit Sue and 

Steve, to learn more about roses.    

That we certainly did.   
After weeks of abnormally high temperatures it 
was wonderful to drive up the hill where the 
weather was cool and the rain drizzling. 
The oldest fossil of a rose was found in 
Colorado, more than 35 million years old.   

(Continued from page 22) 

The perfect setting for 
Spectacular weddings 
Special Inspirational 

conferences 

www.kangaroovalleybushretreat.com.au 

55 Radiata Road 

Kangaroo Valley 

Telephone 44 651 472 

For bookings 

please call  

(02) 8969 6704 

Exclusive use of  

100 acres with 

magnificent views 

…….something borrowed—something blue 
The original wild roses are called “species” 
roses and Sue has them planted along a fence 
line, roses aciculate, the oldest rose in the 
world.
Originally the rose was from the Arctic Circle 
and it spread south as far as Burma although it 
didn’t cross the equator unaided.  
Apparently China is the best place for wild 
roses as they have all the colours available.  
The first cultivated rose was probably from 
Northern Persia on the Caspian Sea or Faristan 
on the Gulf of Persia and it is this yellow rose 
that spread the dreaded black spot disease to all 

out modern roses.  
 Alistair Clark grew roses 
for Australian conditions, 
his most famous one being 
“Lorraine 
Lee”.   
Steve and 
Sue have 
many 
varieties and 
produce a 
Rose List 
with their 
favourites
under
categories: 
New
Releases, 
Hybrid Teas, 
Cluster-
flowered

shrubs, David Austin roses, Miniature roses, 
Heritage and Old Garden roses and Climbers 
and Ramblers, all making it easier to find just 
the one you need for that particular spot in the 
garden.
We had morning tea, a talk on roses by both 
the consultants, a chance to ask all our 
questions and a walk around their extensive 
rose gardens.  To see the different varieties in 
bloom and to compare the different leaves and 
growing habits meant that we were all able to 
select our favourites from the myriad offerings.   
Sue and Steve were knowledgeable, generous 
with their advice and guidance and entertaining 
‘tour guides’.   
Thank you to them both for allowing us to 
share their passion for a morning. 

“e’een as the gentle rain does fall” the hardy KV enthusiasts 
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           OPEN 7 DAYS 

Harcourts Academy First Training Centre 
in Australia  

Delivering New Course 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Harcourts Academy is the first training   
organization in Australia to deliver the new sales 
registration course that takes into account newly 
introduced requirements. 
The course was introduced toward the end of 2008, 
when Harcourts Academy students began the online 
learning component of the course, then returned early 
this year to attend interactive classroom studies.  
Each of the students successfully passed their final 
exams to attain the new seven units of competency as 
stipulated by the Queensland Office of Fair Trading. 
“Our new programme structure and evidence of           
competency requirement will lift the standard and  
quality of people now entering the industry,” Academy 
Trainer, Cherie Topfer, said. 
Graduate Ian Gibbs referred to the new course as a 
“launching platform” to the industry and found the      
programme so rewarding that he has  
already enrolled to achieve five more units, and intends 
to continue with his studies to achieve a full Certificate 
IV in Property. 
According to Head of the Academy, Irene Green, the 
new training package has brought a very welcome 
focus on real estate law and ethics. 
“People entering the industry are much better equipped 
to provide essential consumer protection.” “The world 
trend of an ‘emerging real estate professional’ is due to 
a discerning publics’ demand for more highly skilled 
and knowledgeable consultants.  
By being the first to deliver the new agents course, 
Harcourts Academy has reached yet another major 
milestone and is very proud to remain at the leading 
edge of real estate training,” she said. 
Harcourts Academy delivers the new industry 
programme in Queensland, New South Wales, 
Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania and 
Western Australia. 

 
 

 

 
Small Spending For Big Payback 

 
As we become increasingly busy in our lives we are less 
likely to have time or inclination to work our way 
through ‘to do’ lists in our homes.  
And that’s exactly how most home buyers feel when 
they start looking to buy. 
A well presented house commands a higher level of 
interest and people will consider paying more if hey get 
the impression they can move in without having to 
immediately undertake renovations. 
You can’t assume that buyers will have money or even 
time to spare after a home purchase to put into a new 
home, and a house that provides a long ‘to do’ list will 
most certainly put some buyers off. 
If people can go into a property and think that they 
don’t have to do anything to it to move in, they will 
often be willing to spend more money.  
However if they feel they will have to immediately spend 
money on any kind of upgrades, that means theywill 
have to allow as part of their budget. 
Even the smallest improvements can all build-up to 
help you sell your home faster, so to enjoy a high level 
of interest, do the work, so your buyers know they won’t 
have to. 

 
 
 

View properties for sale at 
 www.kangaroo valley.harcourts.com.au 
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          OPEN 7 DAYS 

       Harcourts at the Kangaroo Valley Show                             

 
Harcourts in the Valley was pleased to again sponsor the Animal Nursery at 
the Annual Show. 
After some very hot dry weather leading up to the show weekend, the  
temperature took a dip and the rain came, not enough to derail the  
proceedings, but just enough to cool down and dampen everyone. It was good 
to see the horses back in the ring again after last years problems, they  
certainly add color and atmosphere. 
 
There was a good turnout on both Friday and Saturday, with lots of children visiting the  
animal nursery, a big hit was the guess the weight of the  huge bull, courtesy of Dave Kent . 
There were lots of other small animals to get up close to, including geese, piglets and goats to 
name a few. Alongside was the shearer who gave a running commentary while he gave the 
sheep and goats a haircut. 
 
All up a couple of hundred balloons were given out to both the little and not so little 
kids, so another successful show, which we hope to repeat next year, see you there. 

Auction Mayhem Ridge Saturday 14th March  On -Site 12-00 noon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      1490A Kangaroo Valley Rd           4 Rectory Park Way 
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Ironbridge, England in 1995 to learn the art of 
traditional chair-making.   
Richard spent the next 3 years practicing his 
craft before successfully establishing 
“Traditional Greenwood Chairs” in 1998.    
His work was commissioned privately or by 

(Continued on page 27) 

An introduction to a new craftsman in our area 

In a world where technology has taken 

over … where machines replace men 

and faster is better …..  or so we are 

lead to believe,  it is indeed rare to find 

a craftsman  stepped back in time 

enjoying the active physicality and skill 

necessary to continue a craft that pre 

dates the industrial revolution.    

Chairman Hare is no CEO ... he is 

however a Master Artisan of fine dining 

furniture, primarily Windsor and Ladder-
back chairs crafted traditionally by hand, 

the old way.   
Using green wood, Richard Hare who has 
recently relocated to live in  the district with 
his partner Gwynna, uses a pole lathe and 
shaving horse and techniques of the 17th & 
18th century  (pre industrial revolution) to craft 
chairs today, that will become family 
heirlooms. These chairs are Antiques of the 
future, just as chairs made this way hundreds 

of years ago are antiques today.   
Growing up in the bush clad peaceful 
tranquility of Karamea  on the West Coast of 
the South Island of NZ Richard has always been 
involved with wood firstly doing a 
Forestry Degree and forestry 
contracting.   
He built his first home on Stewart 
Island by hand, chain-saw milling the 
timber in the early 1980’s.    
Richard designed and crafted beautiful 
hand dove-tailed jewellery boxes and 
individual pieces of furniture over the 
years until he found he had a passion 
for making chairs.   
His research on chairs led him to the 
Windsor chairs of the 17th & 
18th century which are today’s 
antiques.    
Richard discovered you simply cannot 
improve upon the techniques and skill 
used then to make a chair today.   
His passion  saw Richard travel to 

Public Notice 
 
The Department of Environment and Climate Change (that now includes the National Parks and Wildlife 
Service) conducts 1080 fox baiting in the Illaroo, Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas for the protection of 
threatened Brush-tailed Rock-wallabies.  Fox baiting is conducted on NPWS estate as well as vacant 
Crown land, Sydney Catchment Authority land and a number of private properties.  These baiting 
programs have recently been reviewed following the gazettal in October 2008 of the new Pesticide 
Control (1080 Liquid Concentrate and Bait Products) Order 2008.  
 

Local landholders need to be aware that this new Order allows for the use of 1080 baits on consenting 
properties in locations as close as 150m from neighbouring dwellings. The previous Order had only 
allowed for baiting as close as 500m from a neighbouring dwelling.  This is a major reduction in the 
distance restrictions under the Order and will require landholders to be more vigilant in ensuring their 
dogs are contained on their properties.  From 2nd February 2009, additional bait stations will be 
operational on consenting properties in the Illaroo, Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas, in accordance 
with these reduced distance restrictions, to provide additional protection to our local rock-wallaby 
colonies. 
 

A second change to the Pesticide Control Order is that where 1080 fox baiting programs are continuous 
and ongoing, public notification of baiting dates is only required every 6 months.  This applies to the 
NPWS program on private and public lands in the Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas, Therefore, these 
baiting sessions are now going to be conducted in the first full week of each month.  Notification of 
these dates will be sent out twice a year to any landholder within 1 kilometre of any of these bait stations.   
The Illaroo baiting program is conducted for 2 weeks every second month and is not considered 
continuous.  The relevant landholders will continue to be advised prior to each baiting session.  
 

Prior to our implementation of the above changes to the NPWS fox baiting programs in the Illaroo, 
Kangaroo Valley and Budgong areas, a notice of these changes will be sent out to all landholders within 1 
kilometre of any of our bait stations. A full copy of the Pesticide Control (1080 Liquid Concentrate and 
Bait Products) Order 2008 can be viewed at: www.environment.nsw.gov.au/pesticides/pco.htm.    
Under this Pesticide Control Order it is still a requirement that the dates of each fox baiting session be 
recorded on 1080 poisoning notices on each of the properties on which fox baiting is conducted.  These 
notices can be checked to confirm whether fox baiting is being conducted on particular properties in the 
area.  
 

All dog owners need to be aware that dogs may consume a bait if allowed access to a bait station and are 
highly susceptible to 1080 poison. There is no known antidote for 1080 poisoning.  If you suspect your pet 
has consumed a 1080 bait, contact a veterinary surgeon immediately.   
  

For any further information please contact Melinda Norton or Alison Prentice at the DECC Highlands 
Area Office, Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244. 

The art of working wood unplugged 
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where students to date have ranged in age 
from 15 to 76 - usually two women per 
workshop - coming from all walks of 
life;  retired men and grandfathers; 
farmers; doctors; teachers; botanist; 
builder; wood turners; engineers; mothers 
and grandmothers; artists; students; 
Tourism and agricultural industry 
executives even a chap from Texas came 
and made a chair.  
Some folks having thoroughly enjoyed 
their first experience with a master 
craftsman and tutor who has the gift and 
passion to teach others the art of his 
craft  …..  or  is that the craft of his art …. 
return and do it all again with one student 
having attended five workshops to date 
and planning to return again. 
Now living in Kangaroo Valley, Richard 
is working from the Wildwood Gallery at 
Fitzroy Falls which will also be the 
location for his Traditional Greenwood Chair 
Workshops.
The first workshop is scheduled to take place at 
Easter, early April, early August (bookings 
already confirmed),  late September and mid 
November 2009.   
Richard and Gwynna are keen to get settled and 
start working at what they love to do with a 
passion, making chairs and teaching 
workshops.
 The most common comment Richard and 
Gwynna have heard since arriving in 
Australia  is ‘we haven’t seen chairs like this 
anywhere to buy .....’   with just a handful of 
craftsmen in the Southern 
Hemisphere making these 
chairs traditionally, they are 
not available in the retail 
market which supplies 
thousands of ‘dime a dozen’ 
chairs which last just a few 
years on average. 
Richard Hare Chairs are of 
investment quality, lasting 
generations and to date have 
only been available directly 
from the craftsman.  
They are also  now available at 

Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest

& mountains of
Kangaroo Valley 

Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com 

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride 

High country mountain ride 
Tel:  (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane 
Barrengarry
NSW 2577 

exclusive furniture stores around NZ.   
Using these long forgotten techniques he hand-
crafted more than 600 Windsor and Shaker style 
Ladder-back chairs until late 2003 when he and 
Gwynna moved to remote Norfolk island where 
they lived until 2008.   
Richard’s passion for chair-making naturally 
flowed into tutoring Traditional Greenwood 
Chair- workshops like the one he attended in 
England, giving keen folks an opportunity to 
craft their own Windsor side chair or Double 
Bow carver chair while having an experience of 
a life time.   
In the big scheme of things, with a maximum 
six students per workshop and only four 
workshops a year, only 24 people a year get the 
opportunity to participate in this intensive seven 
to 10 day course.    
This unique workshop enables you to make an 
‘heirloom’  Windsor side chair from start to 
finish using freshly felled green timber, age-old 
methods and traditional design.   
Richard teaches you to cleave the green timber 
into billets and shape them on a shaving horse 
using a draw knife.  
You learn to use a pole lathe, powered by your 
legs to complete the turning of four chair legs 
and stretchers.   
You learn the art of steam bending the back bow 
to your chair and Richard guides you through 
shaping the seat by hand using an adze, in-
shaves and scrapers.    
Using a brace and special ‘chair bits’ you will 
drill the holes in all components and assemble 
your chair without nails or screws.   
Differential shrinkage is the key.    
This unique workshop, suitable for the 
experienced woodworker and the complete 
novice to wood and hand tools alike, gives you 
far more than a beautiful Windsor chair.  
Your confidence and trust within self grows 
each day culminating as one of life’s most self 
satisfying achievements accomplished by the 
individual.
Students usually sit on their finished chair, 
faces’ beaming a happy smile and 
contemplating this intensive yet rewarding week 
where they have created a family heirloom.  
It is a physical yet highly satisfying workshop 

(Continued from page 26) 

The Gallery, here in Kangaroo Valley. 
Check out www.rbhchairs.com or call into 
‘The Gallery’ where an English Windsor side 
chair is on display, for sale.   
You are welcome to sit down and feel the 
difference a hand sculptured seat gives to the 
comfort of a chair.   
Windsor’s are simply the best chair you could 
ever own. 
If you would like to make a chair in any of the 
workshops scheduled for this year, RICHARD 
HARE CHAIRS can be contacted on  
0448 877 479 or call into the Wildwood 
Gallery at Fitzroy Falls.  

Master craftsman settles in 
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flow across and out the 
discharge side of the deck. 
Deck spindles are cast 
iron, not aluminum and 

Get in quickly for the Country Clipper advantage 

The Country 
Clipper is a  
dream to 
drive with 
easy to use 
Joystick 
controls 

Look at the easy operation of  the 
amazing stand up deck 

Only at Regans Mower Centre  

14 Haigh Avenue, 
Nowra 

Call Glen now for our renowned 

advisory service including site 

inspections and home demonstrations 

 

44 210 902 

Country Clipper’s patented 
revolutionary designed 
mower deck can be 
rotated up over centre to a 
stand up position for quick 
and easy maintenance and 
cleaning. Then after 
servicing your deck, 
simply push the bottom 
back over centre and set it 
back down. Quick and 
Easy!  
Plus, this rugged, welded 
steel mowing deck is built 
for tough handling and 
high capacity mowing. 
Country Clipper decks 
have a full complement of 
deck baffles, along with 
extended clearance above 
the blades, producing a 
more even cut and a better 

have a ¼” thick spindle 
mount.  

Compare that  

Call in anytime or ring for a home demonstration 
Country Clipper's, easy to operate joystick control 

gives you all the power and action you need  

in the palm of your hand.  
The joystick control is easy to learn and easy on the arms and 

back! Single stick control reduces operator fatigue and allows 

a free hand to keep those low hanging branches out of your 

face. Or what’s better on a hot day than to be able to enjoy 

your favorite beverage while you mow! 

The Country Clipper can turn around in a very small area…. 

360 degrees… in it’s own tracks.  

Simply feather the joystick for slower turns and speeds… or 

full motion gives you faster speeds and quicker turns.  

The dual hydrostatic transmission and solid mechanical 

linkage provide true zero turning radius control with the 

ability to counter rotate the driving wheels. 
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Our readers write 

Going to Sydney or the airport? 
 

Going to Canberra? 
 

Sporting events in Sydney? 
 

Weddings? 
 

Formals? 
 

Social functions? 
 

Special Occasions—up to 20 passengers 
 

Wine & Garden tours of  the Highlands 

“Anywhere—Anytime” 

Highlands Chauffeured Hire Cars 
 

Are at your service:         24 Hours Seven days per week

Ring 0400 921 239  

The whole population of Australia has been 

touched by the devastating bushfires of 

February 7 and after in Victoria.   

Melbourne-born Valley resident, John-Patrick

Healy, has vivid memories of boyhood holidays 

spent at Healesville, north-east of the city.  

The town just escaped the inferno which 

virtually obliterated some of its neighbours. 

Here are his reminiscences.  

I was born and raised in Melbourne, which, 

with its surrounding area, I now 

acknowledge as the ancestral and spiritual 

home of the Wirundjeri Australian people. 

However, in those days, no child, and 

scarcely an adult in white ‘Anglo’ 

Melbourne, would have even been aware of 

their existence.  

From quite an early age I was taken on holiday 
to Healesville, 70 kilometres (or, as it was then, 
40 miles) to the north-east of Melbourne via the 
beautiful Yarra Valley.  
My mother, at the time, was going through a 
separation and rather messy divorce from my 
father.  In those days it was far more difficult 
than today.  It wasn’t until many years later that 
I discovered that she was also dealing with the 
first stages of the illness which would take her 
away from me when she was just 38 and I a 
teenager of 14 years.  
Mum entrusted me to a much older couple, the 
Smiths (their real name).  They were more the 
age of grandparents to me, Mrs Smith being 
almost exactly 50 years older.  To get to their 

holiday shack at Healesville, you would 
negotiate the leafy eastern suburbs of 
Melbourne, along Whitehorse Road, through 
“the Bs”: Balwyn, Box Hill and Blackburn, 
where some of my parental family still lives.  
Whitehorse Road becomes the Maroondah 
Highway.   
Eventually, Lilydale, the end of the electric 
train service and the Melbourne suburbs.  
Here you make a choice; right through Woori 
Yallock, Yarra Junction to Warburton, or left to 
the village of Coldstream, with another ‘split’ to 
consider.  But here a pause is worthwhile.   
For at Coldstream is ‘Coombe Cottage’, the 
former home of the legendary Australian 
soprano, Dame Nellie Melba.   
Back in Lilydale you would have seen the 
smoky chimney stacks of the lime works of the 
David Mitchell Estates.   
He was Melba’s father, and she changed her 
name to honour her native city.  
At Coldstream left takes you to Yarra Glen, 
while the Maroondah Highway meanders on the 
right to Healesville itself.  
During this stage you’re now in the heart of the 
Yarra Valley.  In those days the comparison 
with Kangaroo Valley was greater, for one 
reason.  Almost every acre of the lush green 
grass was given over to dairy farming.   
I recall, in wet May months, before winter set 
in, we would go mushrooming, usually 
successfully, in the paddocks around there.  

That scenery has now radically changed, as I’ll 
recall anon.
Healesville, then, was a fairly sleepy place.   
It nestles in the shadows of the mountains of the 
Yarra Ranges, Mts. Juliet, Riddell and Donna 
Buang.  The lane where the Smiths had their 
‘shack’ was unmade if I recall correctly.  On my 
early visits, there was no electricity; lighting and 
cooking was done by kerosene lamps and wood 
or spirit fires.  There was the inevitable outdoor 
dunny, emptied silently by the appropriately 
named ‘night cart man’.  
There was a lot to do for a young boy.   
There was the excitement of a visit to the 
Maroondah Dam with its pleasant walks.   
This is one of dams which, following the fires, 
has been in danger of pollution from debris.   

(Continued on page 41) 

Memories of happier times  

The busy modern main street of Healesville  
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As the boys from the 

first intake for 2009 

settle into their new 

environment and enjoy 

their first overnight 

hike, it is worthwhile to 

reflect on the year that 

was and to contemplate what lies ahead.

We have been busy over the holidays 

refurbishing many of the facilities around 
the Campus.  
All the classrooms have been re-carpeted and 
new blinds installed.  
We have relocated the Clinic next to the Dining 
Hall with much improved facilities and 
employed another nurse to facilitate a roster 
which ensures the physical presence of a nurse 
on Campus 12 hours a day.  
Later this term, we will install a new rugby field 
in time for the Twenty Year celebrations and a 
little later in the year, we will construct a new 
boatshed/training centre for our canoeists and 
rowers.
In addition to all this, we will be making full use 
of the newly installed Pump Track, which was 
completed at the conclusion of 2008. 
We are presently busy getting organized for the 
Twenty Year Celebration, to be held on 4th & 5th

April 2009.  
This promises to be a gala event and will 
highlight the journey of establishing Glengarry 
as a significant chapter in the life of a Scots boy.  
The weekend will include an exciting agenda of 
activities, opportunities to see many aspects of 
the program, a commemorative ceremony for 
the new rugby field, the inaugural Glengarry 
Gift (a mountain-bike race involving old boys), 
a music extravaganza under the stars and much 
more… 
We hope you will mark your calendars and 
make every effort to join with us to celebrate 
this significant milestone.           Glengarry Staff 

30 years Electrical experience 

Glengarry news 
advertisement 

 

 

Miss Money’s Guide to Financial Health  
 

The Rollercoaster ride 
I!couldn’t!help!but!hope!for!a!better!year!ahead!as!I!sipped!champagne!on!the!eve!of!2009.!
Surely!we!had!ridden!out!the!worst!of!the!“global!financial!crisis”,!and!the!New!Year!will!
start!with!a!fresh!sense!of!optimism…!

!

They!say!that!January’s!market!performance!sets!the!tone!for!the!year!ahead.!Studies!in!the!
US!have!shown!this!so"called!“January!effect”!can!be!accurate!up!to!75%!of!the!time.!So,!
what!is!the!‘prediction’!for!2009?!
!

If!the!statistics!prove!correct,!we!are!in!for!another!bumpy!ride!on!the!rollercoaster!that!is!
the!investment!markets.!!But!it!is!how!you!react!to!the!ride!that!determines!the!outcome.!
!

Let’s!consider!this!for!a!moment.!If!you!are!on!a!rollercoaster!ride,!there!is!a!certain!level!of!
excitement!and!anticipation!on!the!way!up!that!first!hill,!which!is!only!matched!by!the!
uncontrollable!fear!(and!earth"shattering!screams!)!as!you!rapidly!descend!the!other!side.!
But!before!you!know!it,!you!have!reached!your!destination!and!can!clamber!out!of!the!cart!
and!onto!the!platform,!with!only!the!memories!of!the!ride!to!reflect!upon.!!
!

The!question!I!ask!is!this!–!if!you!believe!in!the!quality!of!the!track!as!you!race!around!in!your!
cart,!why!would!you!jump!off!the!ride!mid!way!through?!Unless!there!is!a!good!reason!
(other!than!fear)!for!getting!off!that!ride,!the!injuries!you!sustain!from!your!midway!jump!
could!affect!you!for!many!years!to!come.!!
!

The!same!principle!applies!to!investing.!If!time!is!on!your!side!and!you!have!good!quality!
investments,!staying!on!the!rollercoaster!through!the!ups!and!downs!could!minimise!any!
injuries,!allowing!you!to!reach!your!destination!intact.!
!

It!is!with!this!in!mind!that!I!approach!2009!and!what!it!has!to!offer.!My!aim,!as!I!sip!on!some!
champagne!this!December!31,!is!to!reflect!more!upon!how!I!took!advantage!of!the!
opportunities!presented!to!me,!rather!than!how!fear!drove!me!to!take!a!midway!leap!off!
the!rollercoaster!!
!

Sally Robey is an Authorised Representative of Hillross Financial Services  

ABN 77 003 323 055, AFS Licence No. 232705. Any advice contained in this document 
is of a general nature only and does not constitute personal financial product advice. 

In preparing the advice no account was taken of the objectives, financial situation or 

needs of any particular person.  
Therefore, before making any decision, readers should consider the appropriateness of 

the advice with regard to their particular objectives, financial situation and needs.!

The 13th ANNUAL DAVID BERRY 

HOSPTIAL AUXILIARY BOOK SALE will 

be held on Saturday March 7 (from 9 am to 

4.pm) and Sunday March 8 (from 9 am to 3 

pm) at the BERRY SCHOOL of ARTS, 

Alexandra Street, Berry. 

Thousands of the best second-hand books will be 
available for sale from as little as $1. Categories 
include fiction, crime, science, gardening, history, 
travel, craft, life style etc., plus a great selection of 
Children's books and interesting magazines. 
As in previous years there will be many coffee-
table type books and valuable collectors items 
going at bargain prices!. 
We URGENTLY need more BOOKS, BOOKS & 
BOOKS in good clean condition before March 1, 
if you can help, please call Helen on 44 643 340 or 
Marilyn 44 485 703. We are expecting another 
record book sale this year will all proceeds going 
towards the purchase of especially needed 
equipment for the Rehabilitation Wards of the 
David Berry Hospital and Karinya the Palliative 
Care Unit. 

Appeal for books 
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Blackberries, tussocks,bracken, lantana, etc 

Some readers may recall Chris Nobel 

attended a Friendship Conference in 

Timor last July, where she presented a 

handcrafted dulcimer in the shape of a 

crocodile to the President, Xanana 

Gusmao. 

Local sculptor and instrument maker, 
Terry Hennessy was delighted to 
receive a beautiful tais (woven) blanket 
and card from First Lady Kirsty Sword 
Gusmao and husband Xanana. 

For a video clip of Chis’s trip, visit  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WfHTgmaEfs

The working group responsible for organising 
the Trek for Timor, based on the highly popular 
Oxfam Charity walks, is pleased with progress.  
Further details will be appearing in next 
month’s Voice.  It is expected to take place on 
19th September this year.

Kangaroo Valley — Remexio Partnership 

A message of appreciation 

Trek for Timor 

Renewable Energy  

in Kangaroo Valley 
After the recent Valley meeting on Wind 

Turbines, we agreed to get together a 

summary of renewable energy 

possibilities for residents of the Valley. 

We may have something on this next 
month, but for those interested in reducing 
their carbon footprint, there are more 
effective ways of doing so than trying to 
generate your own power. 

The most immediate step you could 

take is to reduce the amount of 

energy used for hot water. 

This is a very good time to take advantage of 
the various government grants to purchase and 
install a heat pump hot water system. As an 
alternative to a regular electric storage hot water 
system it saves both energy and money. 

Heat pumps work like a refrigerator in reverse, 
drawing heat out of the surrounding air and 
discharging it into your hot water tank.  Doing 
this uses only a quarter of the energy required to 
heat the water with a normal heating element.  
They’re not solar hot water systems (although 
some are called solar heat pumps), so don’t 
depend on sunlight. This makes them especially 
suitable in Kangaroo Valley where the 
effectiveness of solar hot water is limited by 
frequent fog, and a booster is essential. 

There are several brands available – Quantum, 
Dux Airoheat, EcoSmart to name a few.  The 
cost for these systems can be almost entirely 
offset by funding. As of the end of February 
2009, customers changing from an electric to a 
heat pump system get a Federal government 
rebate of $1600, a State Government rebate of 
$600 and the buy back of the REC (renewable 
energy certificates), which can amount to 
$1,100.  That’s a total saving of $3,300, so the 
final cost including installation will be only a 
few hundred dollars.  Our local tradesmen can 
install them and advise on all the rebates. 

The result is that you could have a new solar 
heat pump system installed for very low costs, 
reduce your overall Green House Gas emissions 
by more than 70% and enjoy hot water 
throughout the year – systems work effectively 
down to outdoor temperatures of minus 10°C. 

In our efforts to pursue more sustainable lives 
the heat pump hot water system is one more 
channel to aid us.  And it’s Australian made! 
Further details can be obtained from your local 
tradesmen or you might like to Google ‘heat 
pump hot water’ to learn more about them.  For 
information on grants please check out the 
carbon neutral pages on the KVTA website. 

Christopher Warren!
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high schools throughout Sydney 
and the Illawarra.  
Bethany has been an accompanist 
for singers and instrumentalists in eisteddfods, 
AMEB examinations and concerts across 
Sydney and the Illawarra for a number of 
years.                              

Liz Aitken

Wrights Farm Machinery P/L 
ABN: 57 416 671 187 

All Mechanical Repairs 
and vehicle servicing 

Workshop phone 44  651 410 

Licensed Plant/Heavy Vehicle/Motor Mechanic16 Years Mechanical Knowledge Licensed Mechanical Workshop On Farm Repairs/ Pick Up & Delivery  
8 Tonne Table Top Truck / 2 Tonne Plant Trailer MTA Member MD #: 18582 Mechanic Lic#: 106089

Ph: John Wright 0411 619 179  

  

Valley Guide to 

eating out 

Australian Bistro 

Visions at the Valley 
44 652 820 

 

Mediterranean 

Café Bella 
44 651 660 

 

Thai 

Jing Jo 
44 651 314 

 

A taste for all palates 
Jack’s Coffee House  

and Eatery 
44 652 796 

 

Value—service and  
a good choice it’s all here in  

Kangaroo Valley.  
 

Attention
ALL Kangaroo Valley Warblers  
STOP PRESS BERRY CHOIR REFORMED 

Last month it was reported on the front page 
that the Berry Courthouse Choir led by Carlos 
Alvarado was defunct.  
In fact Carlos Alvarado has just recently re-
established the Berry Choir.  
This presents a wonderful opportunity for 
Valley and Berry residents to sing under the 
exciting and experienced leadership of Carlos 
Alvarado, an outstanding choral director and 
conductor.  
The Berry Choir now meet in St Andrews 
Presbyterian Hall in Berry.  
The hall has great acoustics.   
The piano and singers sound fabulous, rich and 
warm.  
Working alongside Carlos Alvarado is the 

talented and tireless accompanist Bethany 
Morris
Carlo’s principle objective is to bring joy and 
happiness to those who participate and those 
who hear them.  
He is also committed to producing the finest 
quality singing.  
Certainly those who heard the original Berry 
CourtHouse Choir were convinced by the 
quality of the singing and material. 
The Berry Choir is a community choir that 
caters for a range of singing experience.  
While some previous choir experience is helpful 
along with the ability to read music, it is not 
essential.  
What is important is your enthusiasm for 
singing and a willingness to sing with others.  
The repertoire promises to be varied and wide in 
scope, from Columbian folk songs to madrigal 
style arrangements of The Beatles.  
It’s hard not to laugh at the vision of John 
Lennon dressed as Leonardo Di Vinci but these 
are some of the techniques that Carlos uses to 
motivate his singers  

So if you’re passionate about singing and would 
like to join with others in producing songs of 
joy and beauty please come along to one of our 
Monday night rehearsals.  
The Berry Choir rehearses every Monday night 
from 7:30-9:15 pm.  

When:  Monday 7:30-9:15pm 

Where: St Andrews Presbyterian Hall, 

Alexandra St, Berry   

Bring:  pencil, black folder 

Call Liz Aitken 44651 847 or email 

skye_dog@bigpond.com.  
Current choir members from the Valley car 

pool rides to Berry. 

Carlos Alvarado, Choir Director 
Five years ago and by now a passionate 
conductor with experience conducting 
orchestras and choral works in Europe, Brazil 
and Colombia, Carlos emigrated to Australia 
where, he says “Australia is a great place to 

continue developing my artistic ideals.  
I enjoy working with Australian 
musicians and I have found that 
Australian audiences seem to appreciate 
my style of conducting.” 
“CARLOS COMPARES MORE THAN 
FAVOURABLY WITH EVERY 
FAMOUS CONDUCTOR I’VE SEEN 
IN EUROPE. HE IS STUNING TO 
WATCH, PASIONATE ABOUT 
WHAT HE DOES AND IS ALL 
TOGETHER INSPIRING” 
Bruce Gordon 

Bethany Morris - accompanist 
Bethany Morris has a Bachelor of 
Creative Arts with a major in Music 
Performance from the University of 
Wollongong and a Master of Music from 
the University of New South Wales.   
She has taught Piano, Theory and 
Musicianship at the International School 
of Music and various academies and 

There’s a place for you … somewhere..  
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...the leading agent in Kangaroo Valley 

Ph:  0412 967 057    165 Main Road  Kangaroo Valley  NSW  2577           www.kvre.com.au 

  

Charmside — An absolutely 
breathtaking example of contemporary 
architecture located on 130 private acres 
in the prestigious Upper River area. 

Under Offer 

Tanner’s Cottage 
Stylish home on 2 beautiful acres, with 
Tanner’s Creek flowing through.   
Close to the village. 
For Sale  $585,000 

Architect designed home on 5 acres 
enjoys amazing views of the valley.  4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 3 living areas, 
gallery kitchen and lots of verandahs! 

For Sale $695,000 

Lindy Ross 
With 20 years experience 
of successfully marketing 
properties in Kangaroo 
Valley, Lindy’s reputation 
speaks for itself.   
Having local knowledge 
far surpassing any other 
agent, and consistently 
selling the majority of 
real estate in the area, she has now become 
the specialist in marketing properties over the 
million dollar mark in Kangaroo Valley.    
With the current global financial crisis having 
brought about an all time low in auction 
success rates, Lindy’s wealth of experience 
ensures that Vendors receive the very best of 
advice in relation to real estate matters. 

Sublime country retreat.  4 bedroom, 2 
bathroom near new home designed for 
expansive country living set on 21 acres. 

For Sale  $740,000 

This large home is reminiscent of a 
rambling country homestead of times 
past, with large rooms featuring timber 
lined walls. 

What has February brought us?         
Fires in the south, Floods in the north, an emphasis 
on the generosity of people when others are in need, 
and an awesome finale to Betty Allan's leadership of 
the show by successfully bringing us the rain that we 
needed so much - Congratulations Betty!  In the real 
estate world, we continue to be busy with a strong 
enquiry from quality buyers, but short on suitable 
properties.  The strongest demand is for quality 
properties up to $600,000, as well as the top end, 
with some big black holes around the edges.  It’s 
definitely a buyer's market, and there are some good 
buys to be had - however good prices are being 
achieved for properties that fully satisfy a buyer's 
requirements.    We have a considerable number of 
people looking earnestly for property in the Valley 
without having found a property that suits - so if 
you are hesitating at putting your property on the 
market, it may well be that you are missing out on 
qualified buyers ready to jump right now.   If in doubt, 
ring me to discuss the pros and cons - I guarantee 
an honest opinion. 

Lindy Ross 

Architect designed home on peaceful 
2.5 acres.  Perfect antidote for a 
stressful week!  If you are looking for 
peace and quiet, this is it!   

Drastically reduced to sell!  $699,000

Set on 1/2 acre of private gardens this 1 
bedroom cosy and comfortable cottage 
fits a queen and single trestle bed.  The 
open plan living area and kitchen opens 
onto a paved terrace and pergola.  

For Sale:  $375,000
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Which sugar 
by Dr Rosemary Stanton,         Nutritionist 

Like many of my colleagues, I have spent 

many years telling Australians to cut 

back on refined sugar. The sweet white 

crystals are totally devoid of protein, 

essential fats, vitamins, minerals and 

dietary fibre and simply contribute 

kilojoules.  

Sugar tastes good. It makes fats taste good 
too – in fact we tend to like either salt or 
sugar with most fats. We wouldn't eat 
cakes, biscuits, ice cream, confectionery or 
even chocolate if sugar didn't make their fat 
palatable. 

My feelings against sugar don't mean that I 
think we should avoid every skerrick of the 
stuff. It's absurd to reject a loaf of bread because 
a teaspoon of sugar was used to help the yeast 
get started. And what would a party be without a 
cake? There's no evidence that a little bit of 
sugar is a major problem. 

However, the average Australian doesn't stop at 
a little bit of sugar. Sugar is so ubiquitous that it 
contributes more than a fifth of the average 
energy intake. You don't see it of course – it's in 
the breakfast cereals, sweet drinks, biscuits, 
lollies, yoghurts and desserts and even some 
supposedly savoury foods are now being loaded 
with sugar. When you see big trays of meats and 
chicken swimming in a marinade in the 
butcher's window, the major ingredient in the 
marinade is sugar. 

Some of our huge sugar intake comes because 
so many foods now come super-sized. Think 
muffins, packets of sweets, cakes and 
confectionery bars. And of course, we drink 
heaps of sugar in cordials, soft drinks, sports 
drinks, energy drinks and now so-called vitamin 
waters. The fact that these expensive cordials 
with a few vitamins added are sold in some 
pharmacies doesn't make them healthy. 

There are also moves to sell some types of 
sugars as healthier. Some people have been 
buying fructose at huge price because it carried 
a claim to be "low GI". A few people have 
asked me what fructose is and whether it is 
worth the expense – hence this month's article. 

The sugars 

There are six common sugars found in foods, 
although many others are formed within the 
body as sugars and other compounds are 
involved in the production of energy. 

The common sugars include single sugars 
consisting of one sugar molecule and double 
sugars comprised of two sugars joined together. 
The ones you're most likely to come into contact 
with are: 

Glucose – a basic single sugar found in fruit and 
vegetables and produced within the body after 
sugars and starches are digested. The glucose in 
the blood is a major source of energy and 
virtually the only form of energy the brain uses. 
Glucose is also called dextrose. 

Fructose – a single sugar molecule found in 
fruit, honey and in some vegetables (in small 
quantities). 

Sucrose – or refined sugar comes from sugar 
cane, sugar beet and is also found in small 
quantities in fruits, vegetables and honey. It is a 
'double sugar' made up of one molecule of 
glucose joined to one molecule of fructose. 

Lactose – is the sugar found only in the milk of 
mammals (including human breast milk). It is 
made up of one molecules of glucose joined 
with a molecule of a sugar called galactose. 
(Galactose is also found on its own in very 
small quantities in some fruits and vegetables.) 

Maltose – is a sugar made of two molecules of 
glucose joined together. It is found in sprouting 
grains and is used in making beer when it is 
fermented to alcohol. 

Corn syrup is the most commonly used 
sweetener added to processed foods and drinks 
in the United States. Regular sugar consists of 
50 per cent each of glucose and fructose. The 
fructose content of corn syrup ranges from 57 to 
over 80 per cent. It is not used in Australia, but 
may occur in imported drinks or syrups and 
appears to increase weight more easily than 
other sugars. 

Starches are made up of up to 10,000 glucose 
units joined together. Within the small intestine, 
enzymes split starches into their basic units. 

The company sugars keep 

The value of any sugar in the diet depends 
basically on the company it keeps. In fruits, for 
example, fructose is accompanied by dietary 
fibre, vitamins and minerals. Lactose in milk 
comes with protein, calcium and other minerals 
and a large array of vitamins. By contrast, white 
crystals come with nothing of any value. 

When fructose is extracted from fruit, it is 
similarly devoid of any beneficial nutrients. A 
large body of evidence also shows that fructose 
taken out of fruit increases the levels of 
harmful fats called triglycerides. Don't waste 
your money buying it. 

Artificial sweeteners are used in an increasing 
range of diet drinks and other products. Some 
sugar lovers are delighted to indulge their 
sweet tooth without the kilojoules. 
Nutritionists (and dentists) are more concerned 
that these intensely sweet substances maintain 
the love of sweetness. 

In the quantities usually consumed, even heavy 
users of these products are unlikely to ingest 
enough of them to cause measurable damage, 
but they're simply unnecessary products that 
lull some people into a false sense of security. 
For example, what's the sense in popping an 
artificial sweetener into your tea or coffee to 
save 160 kilojoules while you tuck into 1600 
kJ worth of cream cake. 

The acidity of artificially sweetened drinks 
makes them just as dentally damaging as the 
sugary varieties. Skip them all and save on 
dental bills. 

Making artificial sweeteners is especially 
absurd in an energy-conscious world. Their 
production uses up scarce resources and 
experts calculate it takes almost three times as 
much energy to produce a can of artificially 
sweetened soft drink than a regular sugar-
sweetened one. It's a crazy world when we take 
over energy resources to produce artificially-
sweetened foods so overfed people can 
consume more while millions of others starve. 
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KVRFB Update 

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICESANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  

MINI DINGO DIGGER HIREMINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE  

MOBILE LOG SPLITTINGMOBILE LOG SPLITTING  
JOHN MCKINLEY 

KANGAROO V ALLEY 

MOBILE - 0428 610 508 

A.H. - 4465 1181 

FAX - 4465 1904

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING 

* CHAINSAW OPERATING  

* LAWN MOWING  

* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES

* 4 IN 1 BUCKET

* TRENCHING  

* POST HOLE BORING  

* SOIL LEVELLING

* POLY PIPE LAYING  

* ROTARY HOEING

* STUMP GRINDING

* ANGLE BLADE  

* RUBBISH REMOVAL 

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS

Welcome to the first Medical Musts and 

Mentions column for the year,albeit 

somewhat belatedly. 

School is well and truly back in 
session,the horrific hot weather has 

hopefully passed and already the Easter 

eggs are on the shop shelves. 
Who would believe it? 
Please make sure all your children are age-
appropriately immunised. 
Even a small pool of unimmunised children 
poses a risk to the rest. 
Beyond the 2,4 and 6 month "baby" 

immunisations, all children should be further 
immunised at 12 and 18 months and 4 years. 
If you are uncertain what is required when, 
contact your local doctor. 
Remember that Flu vaccine will soon become 
available, to keep you protected through the 
winter months.Pneumovax vaccine is also 
available for the over 65s,as protection against a 
certain type of pneumonia. 
This is given initially then repeated once only, 
five years later, for lifetime protection. 
It should also be considered for people whose 
spleen has been removed or who have chronic 
lung or heart disease, to name a few. 
The recent excessive heat posed a lot of 
problems,some all too obvious to 
everyone,others not quite so obvious. 
Extreme heat poses particular dangers to the 
aged and the very young. 

Medical Musts  

and Mentions

Editor’s note. 
Last month the gremlins got into the Valley 

Voice and parts of the KVRFB update were 

repeated and another section omitted. 
Below is the reprint oif the ommision. 

It is also at this time we like to thank those 
many people who have made financial 
donations to the brigade. Also to those 
businesses that have collection helmets/tins, 
these businesses include the Hampden Bridge 

roadhouse, Kangaroo Valley Tourist Park, 
Kangaroo Valley Grocery Store, The Friendly 
Inn and the Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club. 
Apart from major infrastructure that is paid for 
by either the RFS or Council (Buildings-Trucks-
Fuel-Servicing Etc) most of the equipment is 
purchased by the brigade on an as needed basis. 
Before we spend the donated money on the 
items requested a motion is put to a meeting and 
voted on by those in attendance.  
Last year, 2008, donations made to the brigade 
were spent on such items as eight new fire 
ground radios and chargers (smaller, light 
weight, modern and expensive), carpet for the 
training/meeting room and communications 
room/office, wet weather turnout coats, spot 
lights and window tint for our main tanker 
Valley 1, new laminated maps and wall frames 
in the training room, new laminated maps for 
both tankers, replacement pagers that get 
damaged, lost or new pagers for members.  
Other main expenses that the brigade has to pay 
for are batteries for torches, GPS systems, 
Personnel Distress Units on CABA sets and 
members pagers (to be notified of incidents). 
Well over $500 per year is spent on batteries 
alone.
Other costs borne by the brigade are telephone 
accounts for the station land line, the captains 
mobile and the mobile in Valley 1, bottled water 
and snack type food stuffs for members at fires. 
So we thank you for your support of the 
volunteers of KVVRFB. 
Thank you once again to Galleria Aniella who 
again invited Kangaroo Valley Brigade to be a 
part of her latest art auction on Sunday 23rd

November 2008.  
A donation of $350 was made to the Brigade.

Craig Winter for the Kangaroo Valley Volunteer 

Rural Fire Brigade. 

Stay indoors as much as possible,use fans and/or 
air conditioners, dress appropriately and most 
importantly, drink plenty of cold fluids. 
There have been a lot of ear infections seen in 
children recently, probably related to all that 
swimming to escape the heat!!  
Some tips. 
If prone to this type of thing, try ear plugs. 
For everyone, dry the ears as much as possible 
after showering.  
A good shake on either side and a good wipe 
with a towel. 
Remember, never put anything in your ear 
smaller than your elbow! 
If water seems to be still present,t hen drops 
such as Aqua-Ear or similar will dry things out. 

Talk to you next month-can't wait till Autumn. 

Shoalhaven City Council is giving 

away free compost bins as part of its 

latest initiative in household waste 

management: the home compost 

program.

Council will provide one compost bin 

and one bench-top kitchen tidy, free of 
charge, to each household that 

participates in the program by attending 

the training. 
Council is looking for 5,000 Shoalhaven 
residents who are interested in composting 

and who are willing to attend a 1 ½ hour 
compost training session as well as participate 
in a simple survey about the home compost 
program experience. 
You will need to register.   

To register, please go to the Council website: 

www.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.auand click on 

“Home Compost Program” and follow the 

prompts.

By joining the home composting program, you 
are committing to undertake a sustainable 

activity that is both fun, educational and will 
have a positive impact on your local 
environment ie: you will be reducing the 
amount of waste being buried at the landfill in 
the Shoalhaven.    So...are you in? 

Enquires:  telephone Waste Hotline on 4429 
3374 or 
  email: homecompost@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au 

Home Compost Program 

 

For Valley Voice  

advertising  

please phone  

44 651 621 
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Kennedy’s Bus & Coach has been 

servicing Kangaroo Valley for more than 

10 years and wish to encourage locals to 

increase their use of the bus services 

provided.  

Kangaroo Valley Bus Service Timetable Change 
With the introduction of the Regional 
Excursion Daily Ticket (RED Ticket), it 

has become most affordable for pensioners 

and senior concession card holders to 
access larger centres such as Nowra.  

Contact their office on 
44 217 596 to see if you 
are eligible for these 
$2.50 fares. 
It is important to 
understand in these days 
of economic restraint, 
such services are always 
under review and 
scrutiny.  
Kennedys need regular 
local patronage to ensure 
the service levels remain. 
Kennedy’s Bus & Coach 
recently expanded their 
bus network to 

incorporate Culburra and Orient Point, so 
now Kangaroo Valley can easily access 
Nowra, Greenwell Point, Culburra, Orient 
Point, Cambewarra and Moss Vale.  
The new bus timetable will be effective from 
Monday 6th April 2009.  
The new timetable will be available on line 
at www.kennedystours.com.au  and printed 
copies will be available at key businesses 
and the Post Office within the Kangaroo 
Valley community. 
Kennedys have been proud supporters of the 
Kangaroo Valley community so they ask for 
support for their local regular service or risk 
the possibility of losing the current bus 
services. 
If you require any assistance regarding the 
services please call their office. 

A copy of the new timetable  

is published below. 
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Local Kangaroo Valley Golf Club members 

Suzanne Greer and Ray Michelsons were 

among the winner in the Pro-Am which 

preceded the $40,000 professional tournament 

at the Kangaroo Valley Golf and Country 

Resort in January. 

The event proved to 

be both popular and 

competitive. 

Photo left: Mianne 

Bagger (Denmark) 

drives from the first 

tee in the Pro-Am 

The Sports Report 

Star turnout for Peugeot ALPG tournament 

Above: Ray Michelsons with the prize  

for closest to the pin on hole 14. 

Left:Winners of the Pro-Am 

Frank Serra, Joe Moore, Nikki Garrett,

(ALPG member) and Neil Brown 

Above: 3rd placegetters, Verity Knight, (ALPG) 

Suzanne Greer, Cathy Bray and Robert Bray 
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Its water, one of the main sources for 
Melbourne’s supply, has been siphoned off to 
other, safer, reservoirs.   
But then, as now, one of the highlights of a visit 
to Healesville was its famous Wildlife 
Sanctuary.   
East of the town on Badger Creek Road, it 
became famous for its conservation of that 
extraordinary Aussie mammal, the platypus.  
I’m sure it was there I saw my first. 
This great conservation organisation has been in 
the news since the bushfires for its veterinary 
hospital’s work in treating injured wildlife.   
Not just the human lives lost, but it’s estimated 
that even up to a million animals may have 
perished.
Mrs Smith came from Healesville.   
Her family, the Bateses, had the local dairy run 
and young John was allowed to go with each of 
the three Bates boys, young men in, I guess, 
their 20s, on the morning milk runs.   
Needless to say the transport was horse drawn.  
Ecology ruled even in those days – why waste 
petrol needlessly!  My job was to run to the 
front gates, collect the empty billy cans, take 
them to the cart to be filled and (carefully!) put 
them back in front of the house.  
But the highlight of those stays was always a 
drive in the car.   
Continuing along the Maroondah Highway 
northwards, you’d pass through Narbethong to 
Marysville.  
Even smaller than Healesville, and than the 
present towns, these are now names that 
resonate in the present sadness, with Marysville 
almost totally destroyed.   
One can only weep at the thought.  

(Continued from page 29) 

The most beautiful part was to come.   
South from Marysville towards Warburton, is 
the stunning Acheron Way.   
Imagine kilometres like Cambewarra Mountain, 
but with steeper gullies filled with masses of 
fern trees, then from Warburton, itself in danger 
from fires in late February, we’d head north 
back to Healesville.  
My holidays there ended when serious 
schooling took over.   
My connection with the Smiths continued 
however, through some of my difficult teenage 
years after my mother’s death.   
They took it in turns to look after me.   
Having trained for a career in commercial radio, 
I set out from Melbourne at age 20 and have not 
lived back there since.   
My journey took me around country Victoria, 
then Launceston, Tas. and finally to the “top of 
the tree”, Sydney.   
Having happily switched from an ‘on air’ 
career, I moved  to radio news journalism and 
had some exciting assignments, which can be 
told another time.   
I decided to try my luck abroad and left 
Australia in my mid 20s for England.   
My stay there and in other European countries 
lasted many years.  
On one of my return visits to Australia, in 1989, 
I discovered that one of my cousins, Noreen, 
was living in Healesville.   
I drove from another relative’s house in a 
northern Melbourne suburb eastward across the 
Yarra Valley.   
My, what a change.   
Hectare after hectare was now covered in 
vineyards.  In fact, the Yarra Valley was just at 
the start of becoming one of the great 
Australian wine regions, although the first vines 
had been planted as early as 1838.   

Healesville remembered Ironically, given the recent conflagration, parts 
of it are described as a “cool climate” region.  
It has 
become a 
“must see” 
tourist
destination
when
visiting
Melbourne.   
Sadly there 
is less of 
that beauty 
to see than 
there was. 
We, in 
Kangaroo
Valley, 
should feel 
a great 
affinity for 
that area.   
At a recent 
meeting,
the K.V Historical Society pledged to help any 
local equivalent organisation in whatever way 
we can.   
My cousin, Noreen, sadly passed away last 
year.  Our family’s loss has been multiplied by 
more than 200 times in the recent disaster.   
If you haven’t donated yet to help the 
survivors, please do so.   
Also, if you have a few spare dollars left over, 
please don’t forget organisations like the 
McGrath Foundation which exists to help fight 
the wretched disease which took my own 
mother too soon from the vibrancy she gave to 
life and the inspiration she gave to me.  

John Patrick-Healey 

Young John's aspirations for an 

AFL career didn't last many 

weeks after this photo was taken! 

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

10 am to 4 pm Daily 149 Moss Vale Road, telephone 44 651 621  

email larraine@onaustralia.com.au 
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Them what whispers down the well, 

About the goods they ‘ave to sell, 

Will not make as many dollars, 

As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers. 

The Village Green Nursery 
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and Ornamental 

trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging 
 

Gift vouchers and plants for Christmas.  
 

 Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren 

for helpful service and advice  
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days 

Ph 44651037     email: . chamalon@westnet.com.au
*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial 
 

*Refrigeration/Air-con            *Plus Pump Repairs 

~Emergency Service Available~ 

Eccles Electrical 

Miss Shelleys Flower Shop 
shop 1/98 queen street Berry, (behind newsagents) 

bh.02 4464 3674 mob. 0422 687 854  

Innovative, Creative, Original and Traditional 
Flowering Hours  

Monday to Saturday 8.30 am - 5.30 pm  

Sunday and public holidays 10-4 pm 

 

Archie's Artistic Services 

44652135 

Sculptured Environments in the landscape 
Waterfeatures - Fountains - Garden structures 

Mosaic and Tile work 
Sculptures - Figure - Wildlife - Abstract   

Wrights Farm Machinery P/L
    All Mechanical Repairs

    Log Book Servicing
Brake & Clutch Repairs

   Plant/Heavy Vehicle Field Servicing
Slasher, Mower, Ride-on Repairs

Mig Welding, Tyre Repairs
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089 

John Wright 0411 619 179.
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DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES 
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter 7 Days, Emergency service 

Call Mark or Margo 
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080 

Lic. No. 11234 
Servicing Kangaroo Valley for almost 20 years 

Kangaroo Valley Security 
Regular and casual patrols of  

properties and premises 
Alarm responses – Security signage 

Static guarding 
Sales of alarms and associated equipment 

Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley 
 

Ph 44 651 659  Mob: 042 865 1659 
Master Licence No: 407376632

Ian McLean 
 

Phone 4464 3267 

Mobile 0427 643 267 

Massage Therapist 

Karen Palmer DRM 
0417 407 212 ATMS accredited Health fund rebates 

Deep tissue, remedial, relaxation and pregnancy treatments available 
Monday (all day),Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Saturdays Gift vouchers available Ambulance station community complex 

Lee Dale:  
Tel  0405 224043  

Licence No: 158073C 
 

24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service 
                15 years experience  

KANGAROO VALLEY  

PLUMBING SERVICES

Same day  
hot water system replacement

Roo Valley Mowing & Property Maintenance 
 

  Let Us Bound into your Yard  

and Take the Hard Work Out of Your Yard Work 
 

  Brush cutting, Concrete Edging, Hedge Trimming, 
Lawn Mowing, Large & small areas. 

 Give us a Call for quick & Regular Service   

Warren  0438 418 198  ABN 16901025224 
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For Valley Voice advertising  

please phone 44 651 621 
Paul Obern Arborist Services 

Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience 
 

Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, 
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous 

Tree Removal – All Sizes 
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No  0403610236 

Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area  

All Pest Control Work Undertaken 
Termite inspections and treatments. 

 
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area 

Call Paul Tel 44651391 Mobile No  0403610236  
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the much loved ‘Uluru Song’ was a highlight of 
the evening. 
Also a special treat was the 
talented Kangaroo Valley 
choir, ‘The Thirsty Night 
Singers’ Hopefully, Martin 
and Peter Wesley- Smith, 
Patsy Radic, Nell Britton, 
Peter Stanton, Janette 
Carter, Peter Morgan and 
Alex Holliday will be part 
of the annual Yarrawa 
Estate Concert for many 
years.  
Thank you to all the artists 

and to the generous hosts, Mark and Sue Foster, 
for a beautiful evening.                        Joan Bray 

(Continued from page 9) 

kangaroovalleymassage.com.au

Robin Godson-King Dip R Mass. ATMS.

30 yrs massage experience. 
Health fund rebates. 

Call 4465 1462 or 0431 940 659 

Everyone who was anyone was here !!! 

Photographs  

by

Sue Williamson 
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J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor 
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258 

Reliable service,                
excellent equipment, competitive quotes. 

Wingecaribee  

WIRES

Rescue number  

4862 1788 

MR FLOPPY 

CONFESSES TO MOMENTS OF 

EXTREME FRUSTRATION 
Has anybody watched The Family Guy 

about very funny, dysfunctional 

American family?  

Although it is animated it’s definitely NOT 

for the kids.  
In a number of episodes Peter Griffin (father) 
has 15 minutes of fame where he has a TV spot 
called “What grinds my gears”.  
In this spot he rants about all the things in 
modern life that drive him mad.  
The audience love it as we all have moments in 
our increasingly busy lives where we are so 
frustrated and angry, sometimes stunned at 
pointless bureaucracy or the selfishness or 
seeming stupidity of others in our society. 
But ranting while therapeutic in the short term 
can easily become a bad habit where we forget 
to consider all the great things in life so this 
column has to be balanced between teeth 
clenching moments and those moments that 
make you lift your head and smile glad to be 
on planet earth. 
 I’d love readers to send in some things too.  
It doesn’t have to be about technology but 
often non-functioning technology drives 
people loopy.  
These moments are in no particular order. 
See you next month 

Mr Floppy 

Computers for Wrinklies with Mr Floppy  

have changed.  This includes updating phone 
numbers, or if the animal changes address or 
ownership, goes missing or dies. 
“All puppies, dogs, cats and kittens – including 
those sold or given away – must be identified 
[with a microchip] by 12 weeks of age, or when 
the animal is sold, whichever occurs first,” Clr 
Green said.  
Pet owners should then register their companion 
animal with Shoalhaven City Council.  Lifetime 
registration within NSW is a one-off payment 
and all companion animals (dogs and cats) must 
be lifetime registered by six months of age at 
one of Council’s administration offices at 
Nowra or Ulladulla. The rules for cats born 
before 1 July 1999 are slightly different: If the 
cat is still living with their original owner, they 
are not required to be lifetime registered. 
However they must be identified by either a 
microchip or a collar and tag. Further from, 
Council’s Ranger Services on (02) 4429 3433.  

(Continued from page 16) 

Micro chip your pet 
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Claim the date! 2009 
 

April 6       Kennedys new timetable begins 

April 8        Art Project Exhibition at Jing Jo 

                    Exhibition opening 6-30 pm 

May 1-3     Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival. 

Wot’s on in the Valley 

Monthly events 
 

Mon (1st) KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214 
Mon (2nd) Senior Citizen’s Meeting  - 10.30 am – “The Barn” Glenmack Park. 
Mon (2nd) Environment Group – 6 pm – The Ambulance Community Complex –  
 Peter Stanton 4465 1688 
Mon (3rd)  A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Betty  Allan 4465 1154 

Tues (1st)        CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon, 
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting 

                              Pioneer Museum Park. Working Bee 9.00am to 12noon  
                             Werner Bayer 4465 -1058.   
Tues (2nd)        Pre School Meeting 
Tues (3rd)   Pioneer Museum Park Trust 10-00 am Elaine Apperley 4465 2026  
Tues (3rd)        KV Historical Society 1 pm Garth Chittick 4465 1367  

Thurs (2nd) P. & C. Meeting – – KV  School 

Fri (2nd) View Club Gen Meeting &  Luncheon – 12 pm – Source at Kangaroo 

Sat (last)   Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482 
Sat (3rd) Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare, meet at Upper 

Kangaroo Valley Hall 9-11 am Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147 
Sundays 8-30 am Traditional service Anglican Church 4465 1585 
 10 am Contemporary service Anglican Church 4465 1585 

*

The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered free to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley 

*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $36 per year  
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know. 

  Please tick the appropriate box:         I AM A NEW RESIDENT 
                                                              I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY 
                                                              SUBSCRIPTION  -  (Cheque or Money Order only thank you) 
                                                              CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS 
  Your Mailing Address:-         
                                         Name _________________________________________________________________            
                                                  
      
 Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________ 

K.V. Voice Office:-  Pioneer Farm, Kangaroo Valley 2577.   Phone (02) 4465 1621 

If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel  would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you

Bi-weekly events 
 

Tuesday (2nd & 4th)  Lions Club  – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384 

Thursday (1st & 3rd) Men’s Group— 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056 

Special events March 2009 

Organisations are invited to use this page to claim the date  

for any events they are planning, so as to avoid doubling up  

and clashes with other groups.  

Weekly events 
 

Mon – Fri  Bus Service to Nowra and    Highlands   
-   4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass   St. Joseph’s 8 am 
Mon Bingo – 5 pm  KVB&RC 
Mon 1-3 pm Women's Bible Study  
 Anglican Hall 44651585 
Tues Men's Bowling - noon, Casual  
 Contact Club 4465 1175 leave name  
Tues 10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364 
Tues 8 pm Meditation Group  
 ph 0427 383 645
Tues Cuppa & kids Sunday School Hall 
 10am 
Wed Mass St Joseph’s 6-15 am 
Wed Rural Fire Service Training at Shed 
 6pm 
Wed            6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44     
                     651364 
Thurs          5 pm Golf Croquet 
                     Walking group P.O. 10 am 
Thurs  1-3 pm Women's Care & share -  
 Anglican Hall 44651585 

Sat              1 pm Social Bowls KV Bowling             
                                          Club            

Sun             Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'  
 From 1 pm  
Sun Anglican Church    
 8-30 am Traditional service  
 10 am Contemporary service and  
 Sunday School     
Sun Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am 

March 3                 The Bowlo Swimming relays 

March 14               KV Markets Showground 

March 27              Kirk Davies Singer/guitarist at The Bowlo 
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If undelivered please return to :-

KANGAROO VALLEY VOICE 
C/O POST OFFICE, KANGAROO VALLEY 2577 

The monthly community 
newspaper of Kangaroo Valley 

SURFACE MAIL 
POSTAGE PAID AUSTRALIA 

PRINT POST No.201494/00039

SCHOOLS & CHURCHES

Preschool Jacinta Powell 4465 1327 
Public School John Bond 4465 1182 
P & C                             Helen Gelberman 4465 1182 
Scots College Grahame Allen 4465 1089 
Anglican Church Ron Bower 4465 2041 
Sunday School Neil Gripper 4465 2017 
Catholic Church Anne Dynon 4464 1910 

CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS 

CMR Institute Isabel Butler 4465 1248 
Lions Lyn Obern 4465 1391 
V.I.E.W. Club Betty Allan 4465 1154 
C.W.A. Gwen Nelson 4443 3409 
Amnesty Int. Libby Turnock 4465 1357 
Environment Pamela Davis 4465 2285
Wires  4862 1788 

AGES & STAGES

Cubs/Scouting Gary Thomas 4465 1485 
Senior Citizens Bez McKenzie 4465 1873 
Cuppa and kids  Simone O’Halloran 4465 1102 

OTHER ORGANISATIONS 

A & H Society Betty Allan 4465 1154 
Alcholics Anonymous      Rick 4465 1113 
Brogers Creek Landcare   Andrew 4465 1482 
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367 
FYRE   Karen Harrison   4465 1699
K.V.C.A.. Tony Barnett 4465 1800 
KV Garden Group  Lee Sharam  4465 1756 
KVRFB Captain David Smart 4465 1214 
Iyengar Yoga Rose Andrews     4465 1364 
Osborne Park/Hall J. Lenz 4465 1272 
Pioneer Museum    Elaine Apperley 4465 2026 
Rock-Wallaby Melinda Norton 4887 8256               
Tourist Assn Alison Baker 4465 1664 
Upr/Rvr Prog Assn  D. Loneragan 4465 1364 

EMERGENCIES

Police 13 1444 or 4421 9699 
Ambulance 000
Poisons 13 1126 
Integral Energy 13 1003  
Lifeline 13 1114 
Fire 000 

SPORTS & EXERCISE 

Canoe Club Graeme Mounsey 4465 1597 
Cricket Club        Greg Thompson         4465 1531 
Croquet Club Heather Kelly 4465 1608 
Fishing Club Vinnie Winch 4465 1448  
Golf Club John Rose 4464 2384 
Hockey Club       Sharon Gomez        4465 1580 
Ladies Bowling Margery Good 4465 1341 
Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick 4465 1035  
Pony Club Sharon Selby 4465 1186 
Tennis Club Nigel Lewis 4446 0638  
Group Secretaries - please check & update details


